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Abstract

The X-ray binary system SS 433/W50 has baffied astrophysicists since its discovery

in 1979. W50 has been classified as a Galactic supernova remnant that harbors

SS 433, an X-ray binary consisting of a cornpact object accreting matter from a

companion star at a super-Eddington rate. The nature of the compact object is still

under debate, but it is expelling relativistic jets that interact r,vith W50, causing it

to elongate along the jets axis and forming tlvo X-ray lobes. This system has been

studied in depth using Chandra (N4oldowan et al., 2005), ROSAT and ASCA (Safi-

Harb & Ögelman 1997) , RXTE (Safi-Harb & Petre 1999, Safi-Harb & Kotani 2002,

2003), and at rnillimeter wavelengths (Durouchoux et al. 2000).

A 75 ksec Chandra observation of the western lobe of W50 is presented in this

thesis. This region is of particular interest because it is rich with knots resulting from

the interaction of a relativistic jet with a dense medium. The Chandra data provide

the highest resolution X-ray image obtained to date. The spectroscopic results of

this observation are presented and are targeted to 1) determine the nature of the

X-ray emission and 2) correlate the X-ray emission with previous observations in

the infrared and radio dornains. It has been confirmed that at the site of interaction

between the western jet and the interstellar gas the emission is non-thermal in nature.

Tlre lrelical pattern seen in radio is also observed with Chandra. No corlelation was

found between the X-ray and infrared emission.

In addition, data frorn both the PCA and HEXTE instruments on board RXTE

is presented, and is used to complete the first spectrai analysis of SS 433 up to X-ray

energies of 70 keV. This analysis is targeted to 1) determine the hard X-ray emission



VI

mechanisnt 2) study the variations of the spectrai parameters as a function of the

orbital phase of the biuarl, system 3) correlate its hard X-ray flux ivith the radio

activity, and 4) test the capabilities of the HEXTE instrument. The emission from

SS 433 is r'vell described by a bremsstrahiung model or a power-law rnoclel, with two

Gaussiarr lines. The best fit model seems to depend on the orientation of the ,jets.

It is found that temperature and flux are at a minimum r,vhen the compact ob.ject is

being eclipsed, while f , the photon index, is at a maximum. After a radio flare, it is

observed that the flux and temperature decrease while I increases (i.e. the spectrum

softens). The HEXTE instrument proves usefill in constraining model parameters

and determining the best fit model.

Tlre studv of this system demonstrates the po\,ver of the Chand,ra observatory,

in that its high resolutiott capabilities aliows for the determination of the nature

of tire emission in the r,vesteru lobe of \,V50, which haci not yet beerr confirrnecl.

Chandra's irnaging capabilities also brought orit the helical pattern that confirms

the jet interaction at all scales. This study also proves the capability of the HEXTE

on board RXTE to be quite useful in studying the energy range not coverecl between

Chandra and INTEGRAL (a gamma-ray satellite). Finally, studying SS 433 and its

interaction with the surrounding meditim can lead to a better understancling on how

its larger, more energetic cousin, the active galactic nuclei, evolve.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

Stephenson-Sanduleak 433 (SS 433, also known as V1343 Aquilae) is the first knorvn

example of a Galactic relativistic jet source (microquasarl), and thus the forerunner

of modern microquasar astrophysics. In the 27 years since the discovery of the

peculiar properties of SS 433 there have been over 250 publications that describe

observations in ail lvavelengths and theoretical models that atternpt to explain the

nature of the compact object and the companion, the origin of the jets and holv they

interact with tlie surrounding medium. Other thesis studies on this system have

recently been published by Kotani (1996), Safi-Harb (1997) and Vermeulen (1989).

Kotani (1996) focused on a study of SS 433 with ASCA2, while Safi-Harb (1997) did

both a ROSAT study on SS 433, and a study on !V50. Vermeulen (1989) focused on

the radio stridies of the SS 433 jets. There is no question that SS 433 and the nebula

that surrounds it, W50, are associated, but the emission mechanisms for both SS 433

and W50, and the interactions between the jet and the surrounding rnedium, along

with other properties of this system, still remain a mystery.

The project presented in this thesis is divided into two major parts: 1) ttre

Chandra study of the r'vestern lobe of W50, and 2) the RXTE study of the X-ray

binary SS 433. The main goal of both of these studies is to understand the X-ray

emission mechanisms, and to use this information to derive the intrinsic properties of
lAll rvords in bold are defined in the glossary in Appendix E
2All abbleviations used throughout this thesis are clefinecl in Appenclix D
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the system (see Abstract). Chapter 2 introduces the multiple components that make

up this system and gives an overview of previous studies in different rvavelengths.

Chapter 3 reviews the capabilities and data analyzing procedures of both Ch,andra

and RXTE. Chapters 4 and 5 present the analysis and results for the western lobe of

W50 and SS 433, respectively. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results presented

in these studies, and future observations.



Chapter 2

The SS 433 X-ray Binary System and W50 Nebula

SS 433 was first cataloged in an objective prism survey as one of many emission-line

objects with very strong Hcv in i977 (Stephenson & Sanduleak,7977). W50 was first

cataloged in the 1950s. During a radio source survey conducted at the Cambridge

5 km radio telescope, W50 was observed along with a strong point source at the

center of the shell. Unfortunately, the coordinates were recorded inaccurately, so the

object could not be further observed.

The prominent radio emission as well as the X-ray ernission from the star wele

independently discovered. It lvas not untii 1978, tirat the first optical spectra of

SS 433 were taken by David Clark ancl Paul N,Iurdin using the Angio-Australian

Telescope (Clark & N,iurdin, 1973). They drew attention to the connection betr,veen

the radio, optical and X-ray sources and the possible lole of the extended surrounding

nebuia, W50.

These optical spectra revealed not only stationaly, very strong, broad Balmer

and He I emission lines, but there were also many prorninent ernission features at

unfamiliar wavelengths. These have been found to be associated with Doppler shifted

Baimer and He I lines (Liebert et al., 1979, N4argon et al., 1979). Even more inter-

esting is that one set is largely redshifted, while the other set is blueshifted. These

features move srnoothiy back and forth on the spectrun on a period of -164 days.

The variable Doppler shifts have an average magnitude of about 40,000 krn/s (about

50,000 km/s maximum and 30,000 km/s minimurn in the red and blueshifted fea-
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tures, respectively), while the mean velocity of the sum of the red and blueshifTed

cornponents remains constant at about 12,000 km/s.

Shortly after this discovery, both Fabian & Rees (1979) and N4ilgrom (1979)

independentiy proposed collimated, oppositely ejected jets, traveling at relativistic

speed, as a possible explanation of the simultaneous red and blueshifted features.

These .jets precess about a cornmon axis with the 164 day period, varying their

orientation toward us, therefore producing the observed Doppier velocity rnodulation.

This solution is now rvidely accepted as the basis for understanding the nature of

SS 433, and is known as the k'inematic rnodel, which is described in section2.2.

Abell & N,Iargon (1979) derived the velocity of the jets to be 0.26c, which corre-

sponds to a Lorentz faúor of

(I-'u2f¿z)r/z (21)

This time dilation redshift is preseut in the velocity data as a" zero point, r'egardless

of the phase of the jet axis. This explains the 12,000 krn/s symmetry value for the

Doppler shifts.

The kinematic rnodel is a simple rvay to understand and predict ttre behavior of

the jets, but it leaves many other aspects of the system unspecified. This includes

the nature of the compact object and cornpanion star, the distance to the system,

the mechanistns that eject, collirnate and precess the iets and create the Doppler

shifted radiation, and the evolutionary sequence that led to the forrnation of this

very peculiar object.

:1.035.



2.L System Components

N,Iargon (1984) gives an extensive review of SS 433/W50. Here, the major aspects of

tlris system are summarized. SS 433 is located at a (J2000)t : I9hIl-49.56" and d

(J2000) : *.0458'57 .6" . The corresponding Galactic coordinates are I : 39.69o and

b : -2.24o. The distance to the system is still under debate, and Ìras been derived

to be anyr'vhere betweeu 2.4-5.5 kpc. HoweveL, for this thesis, a distance of 3 kpc is

used (see section 2.I.6).

The SS 433 systern consists of a compact object in a close binary orbit with

a companion star, having a period of aborit 13 days. The mass donor feeds an

enlarged accretion disk surrounding the compact object, which is accreting at the

super-Eddington limit. A small portion of this inflow is expelled as oppositely

aligned relativistic jets, tt'aveling at 0.26c. These jets are precessing in a period of

approximately 164 days, creating a cone of half-opening angle of about 20'. This is

observable in the extreme radial velocities of the moving sets of emission lines.

The jets are interacting with the W50 nebula, causing it to elongate along their

axis. A shorter period of -6 days has been observed, caused by the nodding motion,

or wobble, of the accretion disk. Figure 2.1 depicts the components of the SS 433

system, r,vhile Figure 2.2 shows the elongated W50 nebula. In this section, the SS 433

and W50 components are generallv described. For more in depth explanations, see

the following sectious detailing the kinematic and dynamic models, observations in

rnultiple wavelengths and references therein.

lsee Appenclix E for definition of J2000 coorclirrates



Figure 2.1: An artist's conception of the SS 433 X-ray binary system. Nlatter is
accretecl frorn the companion onto the compact object, creating a disk. The matter
is heated to millions of degrees, and is expelled in the form of highly collimated
jets, which precess around a fixed axis. Credit: CXC/iVi. lVeiss (available from
lrttp: //wrvw. chandra.harvard.ed tt I photo I 2002 I 0214 Imore.html) .

Fignre 2.2: A, radio image of the W50 nebula. The jets are aligned in the east/west
direction, causing the nebula to elongate along their axis. The bright point source
at the center of the nebula is SS 433. Credit: G. Dubner.



z.L.L The Compact Object

The near relativistic of th.e .jets, as lvell as the X-ray ernission from the systern,

suggests the presence of a collapsed object (either a neutron star or black hole). The

choice between which alternative is correct is still uncleâr, although recent studies by

Gies et al. (2002) and H. N,Iarshail (2005, plivate cornmunication) point to a black

hole. Traditional tests to distinguish between these ob.jects include the detection

of sustained periodicities (i.e. neutron star puises), or a mass measurement for the

compact object.

2.L.2 The Companion Star

It was Crampton et al. (1980) that first suggested that SS 433 is a binary systen after

observing the stationary lines in the spectrum (see section 2.3.2). The cornpanion star'

is the mass donor, and is probably a Roche-filling evolved star. IJnfortunateiy, its

spectral signature has eluded detection, probably becanse the binary is embedded in

an expanding thick disk that is fed by the wind from the super-Ecldington accretion

disk. The spectrum of the companion is crucial because, without it, the mass of the

compact object is unknown.

2.L.3 The Jets

Tlre kinetic lutninosity of the jets, L¡ - 103e-40 erg/s (N,Iargon, 1984; Brinkmann,

Kotani & Kawai, 2002), quite possibly exceeds the radiative hrminosity of any other

star in the Galaxy. The tr.vo best predicted mech.anisms to suppl¡' this demand are

either rotation of or accretion onto a compact star. There are no observations to

support a rapid rotation of the compact object, thus the accretion mechanism is
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favoured in this scenario. In fact, the accretion must be super-Eddington because,

unless the compact object is extremely massive (i.e. a mass of >7-70 N{¡¡ is needed

to get a luminosity of - 1g3e-+o erg/s, see Appendix tr), the Eddington limit must

be exceeded to power the jets.

The narrow moving spectral lines of the system reveal a remarkably good collima-

tion of the jets. Observational evidence of the phase difference between the 164 day

cycle and the moving lines indicate that the jets are transverse to and follow the

cyclicaily changing orientation of the disk. Since the disk provides a natural sym-

metry plane, it is reasonable to assume that it plays a large role in the collimation

of the jets.

2.I.4 The Disk and Precession Mechanism

Observations by Anderson, Ndargon 8¿ Grandi (1983) indicate that the disk is re-

rnarkably thick, having a disk half-thickness to radius ratio of 2/3. This is supported

by observations of a periodic 6.3 day nodding motion. The disk must be extrernely

viscous to rapidlv transrnit the nodding from the outside to the interior, rvhere the

jets originate and are seen to respond to the motion (N4argon, 1984). The disk is

also quite extended, with dimensions on the order of 1012 crn (comparable to the

separation of the two stars).

N,Iodeling the precession mechanism has been one of the major cornplications

of this system. At first it was thought that it was due to the relativistic Lense-

Thirring effect (the dragging of frames), which can no\,v be ruied out because it

requires a highly cornpact disk. The renaining possible rnechanisms most often

considered are classical, driven precession, where the normal companion exerts a
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torque on the disk, and slaved precession, where a short residence time f'or matter

in the disk permits it to follow the precessional motion of a misaligned companion.

2.I.5 W50

!V50 (G39.7-2.0) is a very bright extended radio structure which has iong been stud-

ied, and is generally classified as a supernova remnant (SNR). Radio maps show

a2x1'ellipsoidal shape, elongated in the east-west direction (refer to Figure 2.2).

This corresponds to -100 pc x 50 pc, assuming a distance of 3 kpc to SS 433. It

has a spìrerical central shape in the north-south direction, but is ellipsoidal in the

east-west direction (knor,vn as wings or lobes). The eastern wing shows a clear helical

pattern, which is thought to have risen from the precession of the SS 433 .iets. The

western lobe is smaller and brighter, thus appearing to interact with a more dense

medium. SS 433 is remalkabiv centrally located in the elongated rernnant, leading

to the natural association between the two.

Optical maps of W50 show optical filarnents at -30' east and rn'est frorn SS 433,

all of r,vhich lie well inside the eastern and western parts of W50, and within the

pr-ecession cone of the SS 433 jets. This leads to the suggestion that they result frorn

the propagation of shock waves into the pre-existirrg dense filaments of the SNR

along the direction of the jets.

In X-rays, there are two bright diffuse lobes symmetrically displaced east and r,vest

of SS 433, and aligned along the axis of \,V50. Each lobe can be seen from -15'-40'

from SS 433, r,vith emission peaking at about 35'. N4any studies reveal a non-thermal

uature for the lobes. The X-rays are interpreted as synchrotron radiation frorn the

high energy electrons produced by the jet interacting with the interstellar mediurn
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(ISN,I) (Safi-Harb & Petre, 1999, and references therein).

Different origins have been proposed to explain the nature and shape of the

emissiou from \,V50. Begelman ei al. (1980) characterized \,V50 as a 'beambag', in-

terpretirrg the elongated shape and filled-in radio structure as evidence for continuing

injection of magnetic fields and high-energy particles frorn the jets of a compact bi-

nary source. The large radio lobes to the east and west would have been blown

out by the pressule of the SS 433 jets. Königi (1983), on the other hand, proposed

that W50 is an expanding interstellar bubble driven by the stellar wind from the

binary companion of SS 433, and that the dynamics of the expansion are controlled

by tire inertia of evaporated clouds in a three-phase ISN4. In any case, it is clear that

SS 433 has influenced the \,V50 remnant, because the energetics of its .iets supply a

considerable portion of the energy of \,V50.

There is another variable, unresolved point source ernbedded in !V50, 30' NE of

SS 433. This second object, knor,vn to be 1910+052, is probably a chance superposi-

tion on the rernnant. This is to be expected if observations go to faint flux levels. To

confuse the radio picture even rnore, an H II region, S74, is superposed on the NW

portion of W50. Optical studies show this is most definitely an unrelated foreground

object. Also overlapping W50 is an extended and prominent molecular cloud that is

also in the foreground.

2.L.6 Distance Determinations

As rnentioned briefly above, there is a discrepancy in the derived distances to \,V50

and SS 433. Crampton et al. (1980) derive a lor'ver lirnit on the distance to SS 433 by

taking the distance of S74 (the faint H II region located about 1' from the systern)
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to be 2.3 kpc. Then, using poiarization ûreasurements of the radio emission, they

find that S74 must be in front of W50. So, if SS 433 and !V50 are related, then the

distance of SS 433 is > 2.3 kpc. They also note that the size of the W50 remnant

suggests a distance d < 3.5 kpc. Other observations also show that the distance to

SS 433 is most likely - 3 kpc (Dubner et a1., 1998, and references therein).

Hìellming & Johnston (1981) derive the distance to SS 433 in a different manner:

since they derived the speed of the jets to be 0.26c, and that the apparent motion

of a few iineariy polarized fèatures in the jets is 3".2fyr, they can determine the

distance to SS 433 to be 5.5 kpc.

Tire distance to W50 has also been derived using different techniques. Geldzahler

et al. (1980), for instance, determine flux densities and spectral index values and

use them lvith surface brightness-linear diarneter (I - D) relations to estimate the

mean linear diameter of W50 and its distance frorn the Sun. IJsing two diff'erent

models (assuming W50 is elliptical or circular), thev suggest that, if W50 obeys the

t - D relatiort, the mean diarneter should be 40-65 pc, and the distance must be

2-3 kpc.

Elston & Baum (1987) suggest that, if the W50 nebula were at 5.5 kpc, then

its large size (shell radius : 50 pc) and its great distance frorn the Galactic plane

(200 pc) would make it seem unlikely that it formed as a result of a supernova.

On the other hand, if its distance is 3 kpc, this brings !V50 closer to the Galactic

plane and decreases the ladius of the blast-wave shell to 30 pc. This size for the

shell indicates an age of - 105 years) which is close to other age estirnates (typically

- 104 years). Dubner et at. (1998) are able to derive a distance of 3 kpc for !V50, by

determining the systemic velocity to be 42 kmls and using a circulal rotation model
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of the Galaxy.

In this thesis, studies of both SS 433 and \,\¡50 are performed, and therefore a

consistent value fol the distance must be used. Since all estirnates of the distance

to W50 agree to be - 3 kpc, and most of the SS 433 distance determinations agree

with this also, this value is chosen to use throughout this thesis.

2.2 The Kinematic and Dynamic Models

The spectrum of SS 433 is peculiar, in that it contains many prominent emission

features at unfamiliar wavelengths. Three sets of hydrogen and helium enission

litres appear: one is neàr zero radial velocity, and the other two show large and

variable shifts to the blue ancl red. This phenomenon was later discovered to be

caused by the Doppler effect, as multiple lines with constant rerlshifts, z:LÀf À,

r,vere identified in both the red and blue systerns. To add to this cornplexity, these

features change in waveiength and drift through the spectrurn on a time scale of days

as the velocity of the two systems changes suroothly. The change in wavelength is

found to be periodic, and has a time scale of about 164 days.

To explain this stlange systern, both Fabian & Rees (1979) and \dilgrom (1979)

proposed what is know known as the k'in,emat'ic model. Shortiy after, Abell & Nlargon

(1979) were able to confirm the rnodel with observations. They predicted that the

radiation r,vith variable Doppler shift is emitted by hot matter ejected by the central

object at high, but nearly constant, velocity in oppositely directed narrow streams

(jets). As the matter reaches a critical distance from the central ob.ject (- 4 x

1014 cnr; Gies et al. (2002)), it cools sr-rfficiently to recornbine and give rise to the
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observed emission. The observed radial velocity variations are achieved by a periodic

rotation of the jet axis, which is caused by precession. Abell 8z N,Iargon (1979) also

made the prediction that the moving emission line systems would cross, with the

redshift systern becoming blueshifted and vice versa. This was in fact observed

shortly thereafter.

Abell & iVlargon (1979) assume that the bearn axis rotates with angular velocity

u:2r 1164 d (rad/day). Let the line-of-sight (LOS) lie along a unit vector â, inclined

at an angle z to the beam rotation axis. As the beam axis rotates, the jets of the

flowing uratter, orientated at an angle á to the rotation axis, describe a conical rnotion

abont this axis, r,vith a 164 day period (see Figure 2.3). Let the matter stream i'

\-\_

Western Jet

Eastern Jet

Line of Sight

Figure 2.3: The precessiou geometr-y of the SS 433 .jets. ¿ is the inclination angle
of the jet axis measured from the line of sight, while I is the angle betr,veen the
jet rotation axis and the .jet. The precessional phase, ry', is defined to be 0 when
a maxitnum separation of the Doppler sirifted lines occrir (i.e. when eastern jet is
torva¡d us (thick line)). tþ : 0.5 when the western jet is toward us (thick dotted
Iine).
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opposite directions at speed r.r (in units where c:1) and let V be the velocity vector

of the stream in the same hemisphere as â. The direction cosine, l, of the angle

betweenVandnis

,VL - - .n: si,r¿'i sin1 cosat I cos,i cos)
u

: ct cOSøt I b (, )\

The corresponding direction cosine, l', of the angle between the LOS and the opposite

strearn is

l' : -I : -a cosat - b (2.3)

From these it is noted that

u*b:cosl1-il (2.4)

and

b-a:cos(O+i) (2 5)

The angles I and ¿ wer-e first derived frorn these equations, but the solution was

degenerate, that is (i,,0) : (78,77') or (I7',78). It was later found, using radio

observations, that the ìnclination angle, z, is indeed 78'(see below).

From the above equations, the Doppler shift is sirnply

Iiz:1e+lu) (2 6)

where i is the direction cosine in the frame of the obseLver, and 7: (1 - ,uz)-t/z i"

the Lorentz Factor. Therefole tlie observed Doppler shifts of the str-earns are

(r+z)

(r + z')

7(1+uacosat+ub)

1Q-uacosat-ub).

(2 7)

(2 8)
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This can be writterr as

(1+ z) : ^¡(Lu sin? sini cos(2nþ) t ucos? cosi, I I) (2 s)

rvhere

¿ - to,n
(2 10)

In tlris case, þ is the precessional phase (between 0 and 1), * is the time of observation,

ú6,o is the initial epoch of P7,, the precessional period (i.e. rvhen tþ :0, see Figur-e 2.3).

Figure 2.4 shows the remarkable accuracy of the kinematic model. It provides a

reasonable explanation for an observed velocit;' variation having an arnplitude of

80,000 km/s.

The kinematic model leaves the cause of the jet precession unspecified. Simple

rotation can be ruled out, as the inferred kinetic energy in the jets greatly exceeds

the rotational energy stored in a, compact ob.ject lvith such a long per:iod. Ndost as-

tronomers turn to precession as the more likely candidate. The rreed for a precessiorr

tnechauistn, as well as the requirement for a source of rnatter for accretion to create

the jets, led Nlartin & Rees (1979) to propose a dynamical model invoiving mass

transfèr at a sriper-Eddington rate onto a spinning black hole in a very close binar-y

system.

The high .jet-velocity suggests that tire acceleration and collimation occur in a

relativistically deep potential well. The.jets escape along the direction of least

resistance, being aligned with the rotation axis of a gas cloud or disk close to the

compact object. Thus, the precession of the biack hole worild assure the precession of

the jet axis. This concept is also applicable to systems containing a rapidly spinning

neutron star. Ndartin & Rees (1979) also note that the kinetic ener-gy outprit from

Pe
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Figure 2.4: Doppler shifts of SS 433 on 450 nights in the period 1978-1983. The solid
curve is a least-squares best fit to ihe kinematic rnodel. The free palameters and
tlreir associated 1o uncertainties for this fit are v/c:O.2601+0.0014,0:19.80'+0.18o,
i,:78.82ot0.11o, ú6,o:JD 2,443,562.27+0.39, Pp:I62.532+0.062 days (Figure 1 in
ildargon (1984)).
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the.jet, if maintained for 10a years, the derived age of W50 (Safl-Halb & Ögelman,

1997), would suffice to inflate and energize the entire W50 remnant.

From 52 spectroscopic observations, Crampton et al. (1980) measured the radial

velocity in the stationary line spectrum of SS 433 r,vhich revealed a 13.1 day periodic

variation of amplitude of 73 krn/s. They aiso report that both emission and absorp-

tion lines show this same variation, and suggest this indicates that the variation is

orbital. The appeara,nce and width of the profiles were found to be sirnilar to those

originating in accretion disks of cataclysmic variables. Thus, it is reasonable to

assume that the observed motion is that of a disk around a compact object. Crarnp-

ton et al. (1980) also note the object would most probably be a neutron star, and

suggest that, since the presence of the SNR irnplies an age of <104 years, which is

much younger than other X-ray binaries, it may l¡e that the extraordinary ploperties

of SS 433 ale the result of mass transfer onto a relatively young neutron star. This

is also confirmed by observations by N4argon et al. (1980).

The binary phase (valr-res between 0 and 1) of the orbit can be found using

tt, L-Lo.h
(l)--

tb
(2 11)

where l¡,6 is the initial epoch of P¡,, the binary phase (i.e. when ó : 0). For this

tlresis, ó : 0 is defined r'vhen the compact ob.ject is beirrg eclipsed by the companion

star. Figule 2.5 shows the geometry of th.e binary system. Table 2.1 summarizes

the best-fit parameters described by tire ephemeris of Goranskii et al. (1998), which

are adopted for this thesis (the value for ts,, has been modified by 8 cycles for data

analysis purposes).
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Line of Sight
*=o'tçE*=o

Þ=o+=0.5

Figure 2.5: The geometry of the binary system. When the compact ob.ject is eclipsed
by ihe cornpanion star, the binary phase is / : 0. The solid and dotted elìipses rep-
resent when the western and eastern jet are pointed towar-d the observer, respectively
(i.e. ,þ :0.5 and 0).

Tabie 2.1: Best-fit parameters for the kinematic model used for this thesis using
ephemeris of Goranskii et al. (1998).

P¿rrameter Value
162.15 davs
13.082 davs

2450160.92 JD
2450023.62 JD

0.2602c
19.85'
78.83"

2.3 Optical & Infrared Observations

SS 433 is lelativeìy bright in the opticai region of the spectrum and can therefore

be studied intensively with small instruments. A large fraction of the initial study

of SS 433, which revealed the Doppler-shifted spectral lines, r,vas in fact done with a

60 cm telescope. Thus, there have been far too nurnerous optical and infrared studies

to mention them all. Instead, a discussion of the important discoveries of the basic

properties of the systern r,vill be presented.

Pp

P6

Lo,p

to,a

e

i
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2.3.1 The Doppler Shifted Spectral Lines

The majority of the initial spectroscopic observations of the moving lines \,vere re-

ported by two grotlps. One based at Asiago, Italy, headed by A. Nlammano and

F. Ciatti, and the other based in the United States and headed by B. Nlargon and

colleagues. The lines observed are Balmer and He I lines. Hor,vever, with improved

infrared instruments, Pashcen and Brackett sirifted lines could also be observed.

Later, with detailed X-ray observations, Fe XXV and Fe XXVI emission lines also

becatne apparent. Interestingly, He II lines are very faint, giving a crucial constraint

on the excitation of the beams.

From the Doppler shifts, the velocity of the emitting material can be derived

to be 0.26c. This value is observed to be quite stable: randorn deviations from the

kinematic ¡nodei on sÌrort tirne scaies (jitter) had been pleviously observed, but since

they do not depend on the precessional phase, variation of velocity as an explanation

for tlrem can be excluded (Zwitter et al., 1989).

The individual lines are typically several thorisand km/s wide at the base, and

their profiles range from Gaussian to extremely complex. All H and He lines in the

same jet have tire same velocity structure at a given tirne. At tirnes, the red and

blueshifted features shor'v mirror-irnage velocity structures. The precessional phase

of the binary system can be determined by these shifts. These lines also shoiv highly

variable intensities, iucreasing and decreasing by a factor of 10 within 24 hours. The

disappealance/reappearance episodes are synchronized in both emission iine systems

to high acculacy.

An extensive study of the spectral components of SS 433 is reported by Gies et al.
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(2002). They present new optical and the first far-UV observation of the spectrum,

and discuss the relationship of the spectral components to the properties of the

binary system. Their study of the ntoving lines shows the jet cornponents appear as

distinct 'bttllets' or 'blobs' of emission that appear suddenly at specific wavelengths

and then decline on a timescale of a fer,r' days.

They also confirm the previously observed drastic intensity variations of tire mov-

ing lines, reporting an out-of-eclipse variation of 0.60 rnag over a precessional cycie.

This indicates that changes in the disk orientation cause a modulation of 55% of

the total flux, which is only possible if the disk is the dominant source of light in

the optical. Even during a pritnary eclipse, the precessional liglrt curve varies by

0.41 mag.

Gies et ai. (2002) report tirat their derived radial velocity curve displays the rvell-

known 162 day precessional variation, plus a shorter nodding motion r,vith a 6.28 day

period. This was first discussed by Katz et al. (1982) who show that a disk inclined

to the orbital plane will experience gravitational torques caused by the orbiting star

that r,vill vary rvith the nodding period. Goranskii et al. (1998) also confirm this,

reporting that dur-ing this period the optical star crosses the nodes in its orbit (the

points of intersection of the binary's orbit with the plane that is perpendicular to

the relativistic .jets).

2.3.2 The Stationary Spectrum

The set of emission arrd absorptiorr lines that do not have the lar:ge Doppler shifts

are known as the stationary spectrum. These lines are superposed on an extremely

red continuum, the slope of whicir is probably due to interstellar extinction. This
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spectrum is dominated by intense, broad Balmer and He I lines. There are also He

II, C III-N III and O I lines. Ha emission is responsible f'or the inclusion of SS 433

in the SS catalog. These lines do display slight Doppler shifts, which can be used to

determine the -13 day orbital period of the binary system (Clarnpton et al., 1980).

The amplitude of the line variations corresponds to a projected velocity of 73 krn/s

(Zwitter et al., 1989). If this is adopted as the orbital rnotion of the compact object,

then this irnplies a value of 0.52 Nd6, as reported by Crarnpton et al. (1980), for the

rnass function

Pt,K3 h[, AI*
- 2rGsinsi, ct\ + ò2 (I + q)2

(2.12)

(Kotani, 1996) wirere ,4u1- and NI* are the masses of the companion and compact

stars, respectiveiy, z is the inclination of the systern, K is the projected velocity of

the binary system, P¿, is the binary period, and q is the rnass fraction (q : A,I,lful.).

P6 and z are knor'vn (see Table 2.1), and K and q can be rneasured. Therefore, F,

and consequently M, and A[*, can be derived.

Gies et al. (2002) report that the Ho profiles are characterized by a centrai

emission cole and broad wings that extend to t2000 km/s. Both the core and rvings

of the Ha features are variable in time, varying frorn a strong, r'ounded-top emission

line to a weaker, P Cygni profile. It has been suggested that winds from disks can

produce both of these variations, depending on the disk orientation. Thus, Gies et

al. (2002) determine that the variations seen in the stationary lines of SS 433 âre, at

Ieast partially, a lesult from temporai changes in the wind structure.

All of the observations presented by Gies et al. (2002) suggest that the binary is

embedded in a large equator-ial disk that is formed by the disk wind, and extends far

beyond the binary iiself. The disk probably widens with distance fi'om the binary
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because of changing or-ientation of the disk wind source with precession.

Opiical aud infrared observations of SS 433 have been shedding light on the key

properties of this system for over 25 years (Abell & N4argon, Ig79; Kalz et al., 1982;

N,Iilgrom, 1979, etc.). They have revealed the presence of both moving and stationaly

lines in the spectra, which led to the discovery of the precessing jets and the binary

companion. These observations have also proven the existence of a thick accretion

disk that surrounds the binary system. Of course, there are still many urranswered

qr,restions that could be tirilocked by observations in other wavelengths.

2.4 Radio Observations

2.4.t SS 433

The radio source associated r,vith SS 433 r,vas first observed ten years prior to the

recognition of its unusual ploperties. However, it r,vas officially discovered by Ryle

et al. (1978) and Seaquist et al. (1979). It was realized that a significant fraction of

the flux from SS 433 is extended orr spatial scales of a ferv arcseconds, and that the

morphology of this extension is variable in tirne. The observed morphology changes

on a time scale of days, and gives the impression of a 'corkscrew' pattern plojected

onto the plane of the sky.

Radio data ale important because the relativistic blobs in the jets can be observed

directly, rather than inferring tiris urotion indirectly. This allows for a derivation of

other key system parameters. Hjellming & Johnston (1981) presented radio data that

show the above mentioned corl<screr'v rnorphology, and use it to complete a three-

dimensional model of the kinematics of the tr,vin jets moving outward from SS 433.
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Since the radio-emitting region has characteristic dimensions 100 times greater than

the optically radiating portions of the jets, light travel delays become important, and

consistent kinematic solutions are irnpossible without their inclusion. The corkscrew

pattern tlacks the proper motions of the jet blobs. Since the linear velocity of the

rnaterial in the jet is also knor'vn, this allolvs for a determination of the distance to

SS 433 (5 kpc). The degeneracy of the systern angles (á and z) is also broken down

by radio observations, and it is found that the inclination is 78" (see below). Even

the seuse of the jet rotation (retrograde with respect to binary orbital notion) can

be forurd.

The parameters of the radio jets agree with those found with the kinernatic model

for the optical .jets, and also supplement the optical data by deterrnining all of the

remaining parameters for a unified kinematic rnodel of rnaterial rnoving outwarcl

frorn the central regions of SS 433. Therefore, the Hjellming & Johnston (1981)

study represents an elegaut verification that the twin-jet model is in fact correct fbr

the moving spectral lines.

2.4.2 .w50

The first high resolution obselvation of the !V50 supernova remnant (SNR) was

obtained by Clark, Green & Casweli (1975). Their observations reveal a curved

r:idge of etnission and two unresolved radio point sources, one (1910t052) within the

ridge, and the other (1909+048) found below it. Clark & Ndurdin (1978) determined

that 1909*048 was a 14tÌr rnagnitude star, SS 433, rvhich displayed a very unusual

emission-line spectlum. A 2695 NIHz map of ihe SNR by Veiusamy & Kundu (1974)

suggests that this object is in fact near the center of !V50.
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Geldzahler et al. (1980) stLrdied !V50 in the radio continuum at 2695 NdHz, and

found the structure of the remnant is exceedinglv cornplicated. Before this study,

it was sr"rggested that the two radio "ears" rvere not associated with ihe spherical

remnant. However, their Figure 1 (seen in Figure 2.6) shorvs that it is difficult to

split it up into distinct components. AIso, the similarity of the polarization position

augles and the continuity of the outer- brightness-temperature gradient adds weight

to this suggestion.

.0/.o30'

'o1ooo'

Figure 2.6: The map of W50 at 2695 NdHz rvith radio contonrs. Note the "ears" in
the east and west (Figure l from Geldzahler et ai. (1980)).

Using their derived values of the flux densities and spectral index, the;' rÃ/g.. 161.

to estirnate the mean linear diameter, distance, and height above the Galactic plane

for !\¡50. Using two different rnodels (assuming the rrebula is spherical or elliptical
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in shape), they found a mean diameter of 40-65 pc, a distance of 2-3 kpc, and that

it lies 70-115 pc below the Galactic plane.

Geldzahler et al. (1980) also observed a weak loop of emission to the northi,vest

of W50, lvhich had earlier been cataloged as an H II region, S74. They suggest that,

if its emission extends over a complete circle, it will overlie the northlvestern edge of

W50 and could account for at least some of the emission in the ridge. The derived

distances of W50 and S74 are close, and therefore any interactions between the two

would be important.

Another irnportant study of the \,V50 SNR was done by Elston & Baum (1987),

in which they present the highest resolution radio observation at that time. They

find that W50 has many traits in cornmon to shell-type SNRs: 1) a nearly circular

blast-wave shell in the nolth-south direction, 2) ridges of radio emission crossing the

shell, 3) spatial coincidence of optical and radio filaments, and 4) X-r'ay emitting

gas in the interior of the shell. However, it also possesses rïLany unique tlaits (see

Figure 2.7): 1) a sudden br-eak in the radio shell at the location of the radio ears,

2) the rnorphology of the radio ears, and 3) the spatial distribution of the X-ray

emission and its association with radio and optical filaments.

Another irnportant conclusion that Elston & Baum (1987) suggest is that the

diverse structure of !V50 is probabiy tire result of a non-uniform iSId. There is

a large blightness asymmetry of the northern and southern parts of the spherical

shell, which rnay be due to the differences in the mediuur ihat the shock is rnoving

into. The ears also ltave different morphology, with the lvestern ear being shorter

and brighter. This can be understood if the ISN4 to the east has lower density.

The presence of the H II region, S74, northwest of W50 is most probably the
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Figure 2.7: iVlap of 5a contottrs of \,V50. Overlaid are the precession cone of the
ìets, the X-ray emission and the locations of optical filaments (Figut'e 4 in Elston &
Baum (1987)).

cause of this density gradient. This is supported by the fact that emission fronr the

eastern ear is highly polarized, where that of the western ear is depolarized. This

irnplies !V50 and S74 are at a comrnon distance, as explained by Elston & Baum

(1987) as foilows: if the H iI region is in front of W50, there would be a large

enough rotatiou measlrre (measure of observed variation of linear polarization) to

depolarize the lvestern ear. Ho,,vever, it would require well distlibuted, high density

iuhomogeneities to cornplete the depolarization. If, on the other hand, S74 and W50

were interacting, the westeln ear of \,V50 r,vould be depolarized lry plasma mixed in

the emitting region. For this to occur, a plasma density of > 10 cm-3 is needed.

Elston & Baum (1987) and references therein report a density of the base of the

western ear to be - 100 cm-3. They assume that the density difference to the oriter

ear would not be more than an order of rnagnitude, giving an adequate density to

depolarize the ear.
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A more recent study by Dubner et al. (1998) includes an everÌ higher resolution

image of W50 (Figure 2.8). They r,vere able to reveal the complex structure of the

extended source in great detail. Of particular interest are the set of filaments that run

verticaliy across the east r,ving at distance of 0.5' to 1o from SS 433. These features

are suggestive of a helical structure. The observed diameter of these features are

contained within the -40" precession angle of the relativistic jets from SS 433. This

indicates that the helical structure are the large-scale traces of the subarcsecond

beams. To further support this, the interspacing of the helix has a very regular value

of 5'.2t0'.4.
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Figure 2.8: VLA radio continuum
lb fiom Dubner et al. (i998)).

RtGftl AscENstoN (819501

image of \'V50 ai 1465 N,IHz in grey scale (Figure

Dubner et al. (1998) also note, as r'vith previous studies, that the differing nìor-

phology around the remnant suggests a diffelence in acceleration processes of the

lelativistic par:ticles. Because of the higher resolution, they were able to deterrnine

spectral indices for the different regions. For the central circular region a:0.56t0.05,

19 'f4
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for the eastern wing a:0.82+0.05 and for the western wing a:0.49+0.09. The flatter

inclex in the west indicates the presence of stronger- shocks and higher cornpression

in regions r'vhere the shock in encountering dense clouds (i.e. S7a). The steepening

toward the east is consistent with the jet propagating into a more diffuse region (see

Appendix E).

Iu surntnary, radio observations are important in studying both SS 433 and W50,

as they reveal key inforrnation aborit the physical processes near the source as weli

as the rnorphology of the nebula. This in turn can lead to strong indications of th.e

connection between the relativistic .jets of SS 433 and the oddly shaped W50 SNR.

They also plove heipful in verifying previous results derived from observations in

optical or infrared.

2.5 X-ray and Gamma-ray Observations

Tlre first reported X-ray clbservations of this area of the sky were obtained lry Ariel

V in1974-75 and \Mere reported bv Seward et al. (1976). They commented that the

sor-rce was a candidate fol identificatiorr r,vith a compact steliar remnant. The X-ray

source also appears in the 4U catalogue, compiled with Uhuru. Neither observations

indicated that this source was unuslral in any way as cornpared with the dozens

of brighter X-ray solrrces in the Galactic plane. The estimated X-ray (2-10 keV)

lurninosity at this time was on the order of 1035 erg/s (N4arshall et al., 1979; Seward

et al., 1976), much smaller than the kinetic lurninosity of the matelial in the jets,

L¡ - 703s-40 erg/s (N{argon, 1984; Brinkmann, Kotani & Kawai, 2005).
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N,larshall et al. (1979) analyzed the X-ray spectrurn obtained with the HEAO-1

A-2 experiment in the 2-30 keV range. At this tirne, the resolution rvas not good

enough to indicate if the emission r,vas thermal ol non-thennal in nature, but both

models required a very prorninent (fAO eV equivalent width) emission line at 6.8 keV.

This line is a result of unresolved transitions of highly ionized iron, and is comnon

in compact Galactic X-ray sources.

The Ei,nste'in observatory contributed largely to the spatial structure of SS 433.

The first X-ray imaging observations show fhat g0% of the soft X-ray flLrx (1-3 keV)

is coincident with the cotrrpact object, while 10% is contained in two extended (30')

jets that are closely aligned i,vith the major axis of !V50. This confirms the assocation

of SS 433 and W50. It also gives fr-rrther evidence f'or the existence of the ejected

jets, and a minimum age of several thousand years is established frorn the ejection

phenomenon (by knowing the velocity of the .jets arrd the distance to !V50; Seward

et al. (1e80)).

The X-ray intensity of SS 433 is highlv variable on a nurrber of different time

scaÌes. Daily variations have been observed, on sorne occasiorrs being correlated

lvitlr radio flares. Safi-Harb & Kotani (2002) and Kotani et al. (2002) give the first

evidence for short time scale X-ray variability, on th.e order of 50-100 s. The spectral

behavior observed mimics that seen in other microquasars. The fast valiability is

expected from super-Eddington accretion into the surface of a neutron star. These

short tirne scales leveal that the high energy emission regions close to the compact

object are being probed for the first tirne.

Until recently. the derived mass ratios from X-ray observations did not agree'with

those found using optical data. In fact, the accepted range deternined witli optical
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observations for the mass ratio is q: L,I,IfuI* : 0.4-L2, lvhich points toward the

cotnpact object most probably being a black hole. On the other hand, the mass

ratio derivecl from X-ray data r,vas e:0.15-0.25, rn'hich leads to the conclusiou

that the compact object must be a neutron star. However, it rvas recentlv reported

(H. trdarshall 2005, private communication) that q is derived to be 0.55 from X-ray

data, which agrees with tlie previously reported optical results, and suppolts the

suggestion for a black hole.

A siudy perforrned by Cherepashchuk et al. (2003) with INTEGRAtr (a garnma-

ray observatory) also indicates that the compact object is a black hole. Although

SS 433 lrad been studied in the high X-ray energies bef'ore with RXTE, the detec-

tor on board INTEGRAtr offers a unique opportr-rnitv to study this systern up to

hundreds of keV. However, it shoulcl be noted that the spectrun at this high en-

ergy had ver:y fêw data points, and better spectra should be obtained in gamma-ray

freqr,rencies to verify these resrilts.

X-ray observations have also been performed on the !V50 nebula. Watson et al.

(1983), usiug the Ei,nste¿n observatory, found two bright diffuse lobes symmetrically

displaced east and rvest of SS 433 arrd aligned with the \'V50 axis. Each lobe is

visible frorn -15' to -40' from SS 433, having the emission peaking at -35'. This

peak corlesponds to the optical filarnents and lies near the base of the radio lobes.

ASCA studies of the eastern lobe by Yarnauchi, Kawai & Aohi (1994) and Safi-

Harb ,k Ögelman (1997) reveal a non-thermal nature of the lobe. A lecent study

by N,ioldowan et al. (2005) also reveals a non-thermal nature of the X-ray emission

from the western lobe of SS 433 (see Chapter 4 for more detail). Both the eastern

ancl r,vestern wings have a knotty structure (Safi-Harb & Ögehan, 1997; N,Iolclowan
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et ai.. 2005), which is a similar rnorphological feature to active galactic nuclei

(AGNs). It is also reported ttrat the emission regions of both lobes show a general

trend of spectral softening away frorn SS 433.

X-ray aud garnma-ray observations are important to the study of both the SS 433

system and \,V50 nebuia. It errables us to observe further into the binary systern than

rvith any other instrument, which allows for a rnore advanced study of the .jets and

the companion and compact stars. Of course, these observations also verify previous

results, so as to solidify the understanding of this system.

2.6 Extragalactic Analogy

One of the most intriguing implications of the twin-jet model of SS 433 has been

appreciated since it rvas first hypothesized and was the primary rnotivation for that

line of interpretation: collimated, relativistic outflorv of rnaterial is thought to be a

basic, recurriug phenornenon in a variety of AGN, including radio galaxies and quasi-

stelìar ob.jects. If there is in fact a siurilarity between the basic pþsical processes)

this allows for a study of the microscopic details of jet interaction, collirnation, and

plecession processes in tirese AGNs thr:ough repeated observations of SS 433. The

time scales for observable changes in the SS 433 jets are probably -105 times rnore

rapid tiran in the extragalactic cases.

2.7 Summary

The SS 433 system is tr:uly rinique. Observations of otirer X-ray binary systerns

within SNRs have been made. Cilcinus X-l r,vas thought to be one such object
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(Ndargon, 1984), bnt observations shor,v there is no evidence f'or the main ¡:eculiarity

of SS 433, i.e. the collimated, relativistic jets. Other objects such as the "Red

Rectangle", the bipolar nebula surrounding HD 44179, or the pulsating X-ray source

2259+586 cetrtered in the SNR G109.1-1.0, have been considered to be SS 433-

like (N4argon, 1984). Again, further observations indicate that they are interesting

ob.jects, but probably quite different than the SS 433 system. In fact, 2259*586 has

been found to be an anomalous X-ray pulsar (AXP). See Safi-Harb (2005) for a

review of other ob.jects that are similar to tire SS 433/!V50 system.

It is imperative that observations in multiple wavelengths of both SS 433 and W50

are used to explain their unique and mysterious fèatures. The countless observations

perforrnecl on this systen has provided a vely accurate description of the jet rnotions,

and have allor,ved for more accurate deterrninations of the many ploperties. N,Iulti-

lvavelength obselvations of SS 433 and \,V50 are usefirl to verify previous lesults in

order to solidify the models, and also to delve into new regions which have yet to be

observed. Performing simultaneous observations in multiple frequencies could help

solve the number of outstanding puzzles: tire masses and nature of the donor and

compact stars, the distance to the system, the .let formation process, the origin of

disk precession, the emission rnechanisms, the evolutionary state of the binary and

the interaction of the W50 nebula with the ISlVi.



Chapter 3

Instrumentation

The understanding of X-ray binary systems and nebulae is tied to the scientific capa-

bilities of the instruments used to observe them. The data in this thesis was acquirecì

rvith tlre Chandra X-ray Observatory and the Rossi X-ray Tirring Explorer (RXTE).

The next two sections describe these instruments and data analysis proceclures.

3.1 The Chandra X-ray Observatory

The Chandra X-ray Observatory, formelly known as AXAF (Advanced X-ray As-

trophysics Facility)) \,vâs launched in.Iuly, 1999. Its instruments consist of a high

resolution mirror, two imaging detector:s and two sets of transmission gratings. It

is iu an elliptical high-earth orbit, with a perigee of 29,000 km and an apogee of

120,000 km (as of December, 2004), more than one-third of the distance to the

il4oon. One orbit has a period of about 64 hours and 18 rninutes, spending approxi-

mately 75% of this time above the van Allen belts, rnaking unintelupted observations

of up to 55 hours possible.

The High Resoiution N,iirlor Assernbly (HRN,IA) consists of four pairs of grazing-

incident nested mirrors, the largest having a diarneter of 1.2 m. The two imaging

detectors, the High Resolution Camera (HRC) and the Advanced CCD hnaging

Spectrometer (ACIS), are located on the focal plane. The HRC is used for high

resolution imaging and fast timing nìeasurements. It consists of two \4icro-Channel

,fJ
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Plates (N'iCP), the HRC-I, designed for wide-field irnaging, and HRC-S, specifically

designed for the use of timing measurements. ACIS is comprised of two arrays of

charged coupled devices (CCDs), a f'oul chip array (ACIS-I) and a six chip array

(ACIS-S), and can simultaneously provide irnaging and spectroscopy data. This is

useful f'or studying temperature and/or chemical gradients in X-ray soulces. \4ore

detailed descliptions and images of all the components can be found on the Chandra

X-ray Center (CXC) website (cxc.harvard.edu).

3.1.1 Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer

ACIS is unique in that it can simultaneously create high resolution images and

nloderate resolution spectra. With use in conjunction with either of the transmission

gratings, higher resohition spectra can be obtained.

ACIS is made up of ten 1024 xI024 pixel CCDs, r'vhich are spiit up into two

arrays: ACIS-I is a2x2 anay for irnaging, and ACIS-S is a 1x6 array for irnaging

or grating readout (see Figure 3.1). Up to six CCDs may be simultaneously used in

any configuration. Although, it should be noted that this can greatly increase the

total background count rate.

3.I.2 Chandra Data Reduction

Tlre advantages of Chandra can only be fully utilized if the data obtained is processed

carefully. It is possible to perform analysis on data straight from the CXC pipeline,

rvhich creates both level 0 and level 1 files. Level 0 files are created bv splitting

the raw telemetry data into FITS files. Level 1 files are sent to the observer,

and are created by applying instrument dependent corrections. To get scientifically
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accurate results, a level 2 file is then created by the observer by answering a number

of questions separately for each observation.

Certain calibration files are needed for the standard processing of all Chandra

data, rvhich are stored in the calibration database directory (CALDB). The data

reduction and analysis performed for this thesis was done lvith the Chandra Inter-

active Analysis of Observations (CIAO) version 3.0 softlvare. A more technical and

detailed description of the tools and threads (series of cornmancls) used for this thesis

can be forind at http:l lcxc.harvard.edtf ciaofthreads/index.html.
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ACIS Data Preparation

The following are considerations in creating a new event file (Level 2) frorn the rar,r'

data from the pipeline (Level 1) for imaging and spectral analysis valid for this thesis.

I. CTI Correction

The loss of charge in a CCD as it is shifted from one pixel to the next during readout

is known as charge transfer inefficiency (CTI). The charge is read out at only one

location on the node, so charges at all other locations must be rnoved to the readout.

As they rnove) some may be caright in charge traps that are distributed across the

detector. This effect causes CTI.

An algorithm has been developed to estimate the arnount of charge deposited

on a CCD fot- an event, and is implemented in the tool ACIS-PROCESS-EVENTS

(see http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciaolwhylcti.lrtml for more details). The use of the CTI

correction eliminates nearly all of the apparent gain shift and drastically improves

the energy resolution of the detector. It needs to be performed on data that is either

taken at -I20oC, uses the ACIS-I CCDs or the ACIS-S2 CCD, and the analysis

will invoive spectral studies. Since rnore than one of these describe the data used

in the analysis in this thesis, this 'uvas the first step performed on the Level 1 fiie.

The algorithm is irnplemented in the ACIS-PROCESS-EVtrNTS tool by setting the

options appLy -cti,:yes and cti,file: CALD B.

II. ACIS Gain Map

The pulse height amplitude (PHA) is an engineering unit that describes the inte-

grated charge per pixel from an event recorded in a detector. A gain table is used to

map the PHA of an event to the energy value. Using this map, the energy value is con-
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verted into a pulse invariant (PI) value using the equatiotr p1:[(energyl14.6 keV)-l1],

where PI is in units of detector energy channels. Tlie resulting spectral data can be

added (binned) according to the needs of the analysis. Thus, correcting the gain

map is important if one is doing any type of spectral analysis on ACIS data. As with

the CTI correction, this is implemented in the ACIS-PROCESS-EVENTS tool, bv

setting g ai,nfile: C A L D B.

III. Event Grades

The local maxirna for events are detected using 3x3 pixel islands, and are assigned

grades based on the pattern of pixels within the island whose charge exceeds a certain

value. Specific grades are most probably known to be caused by X-ray photons, so

these events are kept. N4ost X-ray events occur-ring at energies less than -2 keV

are pledominantly gracle 0 (S0), indicating that a single pixel contains all of the

charge. Events at higher energies tend to be a mix of other grades, rvith grade 6 (g6)

predominating. Depending on the grade, the event may or may not be included in

the telemetry.

When high energy particles (electrons and protons) pass through a CCD, they

deposit a significant amount of ionizing radiation, generating up to hundreds of

events. These events usually have charge deposited in at least five ol six pixels of

the island. These types of events gener-ally have grades of 1, 5 or 7, and can be

discriminated against purely on their event grade. To do this for the data used for

tlre analysis in this thesis the tool DÌ\,ICOPY is usecl r,vith tire option grad,e:0,2,3,4,6.
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IV. Good Time fntervals

A list of good time intervals (GTI) is supplied by the pipeline, and includes obser-

vation periods that are not excluded by bad conditions such as a high background

or an unstable aspect (the pointing position of the telescope as a function of time).

The GTIs are contained in the Level 1 event file, and can be selected using the tool

D\{COPY and the option @ eut 1 -fi,Lenanr.e. fi,ts.

V. Filtering

Tlre energy scale of the ACIS CCDs is only calibrated over the range 0.277 - 9.886

keV (the carbon K and germanium K lines, respectively). Data outside of this range

should nonnally not be used when perf'onning spectral and image analysis. Thus, an

erlergy range of 0.3-10 keV can be selected r.rsing the DN,ICOPY tool ancl the option

err,ergu:S}}:10000. This plodtices the final Level 2 event file used for arralysis.

ACIS Background

The ACIS background consists of a relatively soft Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB)

contribution and cosmic ray induced events with a hard spectrum. N4ost cosmic

ray events can be filtered orit by applying a grade filter as noted above. After such

filtering, the CXB component and the cosmic ray component are comparable below

-2 keV (during the quiescent background intervals, see belo,,v) and the cosrnic ray

cornponent dorninates above that energy.

A phenomenon that can seriously affect the scientific value of an observation are

background flares, when the count rate can increase by a factor of up to 100. IJnless

the target is a bright point source, it is usually best to discard the time intervals

where the flares are present.
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During the quiescent periods and after the standard event screening, the back-

ground appears to be reÌatively constant lvith time. The weak dependence of the

background on time allor,r's users to use different observations that have been cleaned

for flares as models for background. A number of source-free observations have been

combined to create quiescent backgror-rnd event files, known as 'blank-sk1r' ¿u¡u".r..

These files can be used to estirnate the background for spectral and image analysis.

Very Faint Mode

There is a variety of telemetry formats available in which the ACIS CCDs can be

operated. Specifying a format detennines the type of information that is included

in the telemetry stream. The data for this thesis were obtained using the Very Faint

(VF) telernetry forrnat, which provides the event position in detector coordinates,

the event amplitude, arrival time, and the pixel values in a 5x5 island. This format

offers the advantage of reduced background after ground processing but only for

sources lvith lor,v counting rates that avoid both telemetry saturation (limit at lvhich

ACIS looses its capacity to send all of the detected events to the ground) and pulse

pile-up (X-rays of peak energy E1 are tneasured, but pulse coincidence can lead to

a continuous band of overlapping pulses in the rarlge E1 to 2E1, creating a pulse

pilc-up continuurn).

The 5 x 5 event islands recorded in the VF mode reveals that a large number of

events are in fact the end-points of big particles tracks. Such events can be screened

by rejecting those in r,vhich any border pixel in the 5x5 island is above the split

threshold. This correction can be made by using the ACIS-PROCESS-EVENTS

tool with the clption check-uf-phs:!€s.



3.1.3 Chandra Image Analysis

An example of an image of the r'vestern lobe of W50 created directly from the LeveI2

event file is seen in Figure 3.2. The usual method for creating a true-color image r:ses

energy ranges of 300:1,500 eV, 1,500:2,500 eV or 2,500:10,000 eV to split the event file

into three separate files for sofT, medium and hard X-ray energies. However, because

this particular image is so faint, only two energy ranges were used (0.3-2.4 keV and

2.4-10 keV), and regions of hard and soft X-ray emission can be determined.

Fignre 3.2: The Ch,an,dra image of the r'vestern lobe of W50 created from the Level
2 event file. As seen here, the source is very faint. Thus, the typical procedure for
rnaking a true-color irnage cannot be used.

The irnage is then smoothed using CSN,IOOTH, to blr-u: the image and to rernove

noise. This tool uses a Gaussian smoothing algorithm to further process the image.
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A trvo dirnensional symrnetric Gaussian distribution is given bv

I ¡ 12+!12¡
2tto'\ 2o'¿ /

(3 1)

where o is the standard deviation of the distribution. The srnoothing scale or ker-

nel size, which is the degree of smoothing, is determined by the size of o. The

teclurique adjusts the size of the kernel to match the local surface brightness (i.e.

counts per pixel) so that the user defined sigrrificance level will be achieved. In

regions of high brightness the smoothirrg function is on a small scale, while at

low brightness the function increa^ses to higher scales. This process was applied

to the images used in this thesis, by smoothing with a Gaussian r,vith ø:0".5 (see

http:f f cxc.irarvard.ed:uf ciaof altelp/csrnooth.irtml for more details).

Using Gimp (an irnaging softlvare package), the two ener-gy irnages were layered

together using red aud blue f'or the low ernd high energy irnages, respectively. The

resulting irnage is seen in Figure 3.3.

To achieve a better image, the CIAO thr-ead "Create an Image of Difluse Emis-

sion" was used (see htlp:f f cxc.harvard.edtf ciaof threads/difiuse-emission/ for de-

tails). The procedule in this thread is intended to make a nice irnage for a poster or

a paper, and to aid in the understanding of the rnorphology of the extended emission.

The final output is not used for spectral analysis. The final image can be seen in

Fignre 4.2 itt Chapter 4.

Using this image, regions of inter-est can be chosen for spectroscopic studies.

Separate background regions are created for each source region so as to calibrate

the ernission mole accurately. This correction is achieved using the ACISSPEC tool,

which produces source and background spectra. Once this is complete, the spectra
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Figure 3.3: The red and blue images depict the 0.3-2.4 keV and 2.4-70 keV energy
ranges) respectively. Each image was smoothed r,vith a Gaussian lvith o:0/'.5. The
bottorn figure is the two images layered together.

can be analyzed using XSPEC, an X-ray spectral fitting program.

3.2 The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer

Tlre Rossi X-ray Tirning Explorer (RXTE) was launched on board a Delta II rocket

on December 30th, 1995 from NASA's Kennedy Space Center. It orbits at an altitude

of 580 km, lvith an orbital period of about 90 minutes and an inclination of 23o.

RXTE has uuprecedented time resolution, covering timescales from microseconds

to tnonths, aud moderate spectlal resoÌution over a 2-250 keV energy range that

combine to explore the variabiiity of X-ray soulces.
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RXTE has two pointing instruments: the Proportional Counter Array (PCA),

optimized for the lower (2-60 keV) energy range, and the High Energy X-ray Timing

Experiment (HEXTE) that is used for the upper (15-250 keV) energy range. The

two instruments are co-aligned and both have a field of view of 1' full-width-half-

max (F\,VHNI) The energy resolr"rtion fol the PCA and HEXTE is 18% at 6 keV

and 60 keV, respectively, r,vhile they have 1¡rs and 10¡rs temporal resolutions. Also

on boat'd is the All Sky i\4onitor (ASN4) built by N,IIT, and scans -807a of the

sky eaclr orbit. The PCA and ASX4 data are processed on board using the Exper-

iment Data System (EDS) built by iViIT. For schernatic drawings of the satellite

and components, seehttp:f fheasarc.gsfc.nasa.govflmagesfxte/. All technical infor-

rnation for this sectiou is f'ound in the RXTE technical appendix F' (available at

http : f f rxte. gsfc. nasa . gov f do cs f xte/ app endix J. htrnl) .

3.2.L The Proportional Counter Array

The PCA consists of five identical sealed and collimated (1" F\,VHN4) xenon/rnethane

multi-anode proportional counter uuits (PCUs) sensitive to X-rays in the energy

range of 2-60 keV. Each PCU has four xenon grid lavers, the upper three being used

for X-ray detection. The total effective area at the peak of the effi.ciency crlrve is ap-

proximately 7,000 crn2. The PCA aI\ows for a rejection of background events caused

by charged particles with high efficiency which significantly reduces the residual

backglound event rate at lowel energies.
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3.2.2 The High Energy X-ray Timing Experiment

The HEXTE consists of tr,vo independent clusters each containing four detectors

collimated to a 1o FWH\4 field of view, and are co-aligned with the PCA. Each

detector has a net open area of about 225 cm2 and covers the energy tange of 15-

250 keV, with an intrinsic spectral resolution better tiran g keV at 60 keV. The two

clusters contaiu mutually orthogonal "rocking" mechanisms, which can be moved

independently to provide near sirnultaneous neasurernents of the internal and cosmic

X-ray backgrounds at 1.5'or 3o on either side of the source.

3.2.3 Data Reduction

The PCA and HEXTE data are reduced using different methods. TÌris section

suntrnarizes these methods, along with the variables to be taken into acconnt when

perforuring data reduction.

PCA Data Reduction

The PCA data used f'or this thesis was in the Binned Nlode, and thus the recipe

"Reduction and Analysis of PCA Btnned-N¡Iode Data" was used (available frorn

http:llheasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docsf xtef recipes/pca-spectra.html). The Standard-2

data, automatically used in all data analysis, provides all of the key inforrnation for

accurate spectral analysis:

o PCU ID - each PCU has a slightly different response.

o Anode ID - For most sources, the best signal-to-noise is to be obtained frorn

the top layer anode, since it receives the greatest source flux. Therefore, only

this layer is used in the analysis for this thesis.
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ø At least 64 PHA bins - Being a proportional counter, the PCA has a somer,vhat

crude spectral resolution: the 129 channels of Standard-2 (as opposed to the

ftrll 256) can be used rvithout a loss of resolution.

There is a script, REX, that goes through rnost of the appropliate steps for

redr-rcing PCA data (available frorn http: f fheasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xtef recipesf

rex.html). It choses to use only the top layer data (as expÌained above) and PCUs

0, 1 and 2, since 3 and 4 go off and on regularly. For selection criteria, see Appendix

B for more details. The final spectra can be analyzed in XSPEC.

HEXTE Data Reduction

Tlre recipe used for the HEXTE data redtiction completed for this thesis was "Reduc-

tion & Anaiysis of HEXTE Data" (available from the RXTE website, http://heasarc.

gsfc. rrasa. g ov f do cs f xie/ recip es /hexte. htrnl) .

The files are divided into either science data or housekeeping data (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Summary of HEXTE File Names

Data Type ClLrsterA (CI0) CiLrsterB (Cl1)
Science data

Standard modes
(archive data)

Caìibration data
16s Housekeeping

128s Housekeeping

FSsO

FS52

FS54
FH53
FHfd

FS56
FS58

FS55
FH59
FHfe

It should be noted that one of the detectors irr Cluster 1 has lost its spectlal

capabilities. Thus, for spectral analysis, its data are incorrect. For this thesis, since
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tlre rnajority of the RXTE stridy is spectroscopy, only Cluster 0 data has been used

in the analysis. Also, if there is rnore than one science file (FS50), then the light

clllrves and spectra must be cornbined. See Appendix C for scripts used for tire

HEXTE data reduction. The resulting files can then be used in XSPEC to analyze

the spectra.



Chapter 4

The Multi-\Mavelength Study of the W50 Nebula

N4ost of this chapter has been taking directly from the paper, N,Ioldowan et al. (2005).

Details and explanations have been added as necessary) as well as section 4.3.4 on

the point sources in the Chandra fr,e\d.

4.L Introduction

SS 433 is near the center of !V50, a large 2" xI" nebula stretched in the east-west

direction, and cataloged as an SNR (Gr-een, 2005). The SS 433/\,V50 system is the

only Galactic object known of its kind, giving rise to a unique laboratory to study

the association betr,veen SNRs and black holes as rvell as the interaction betlveen

relativistic jets and the surrounding medium.

The elongated morphology of W50 has been attributed to the iinpact of the

SS 433 jets energizing and distorting tlie shell. From multi-r,vavelength studies, it

has been conciuded that the molphology and energetics of !V50 are consistent lvith

tire picture of the jets interacting rvith an inhomogeneous medium and likely iritting

a dense cloud in the west.

The Chandra observation plesented here plovides the highest resolution X-lay

image obtained to date of the br:ight region of the westeln lobe of \,V50. This region

was chosen because it coincides with infrared (IR) eniission ancl can probe the jet-

cloud interaction site. For this thesis, a spatially resolved spectroscopic study of this

47
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region \,vas pelfornìed to primarily determine the nature of the emission and correiate

the X-ray emission rvitÌr radio and IR observations. Before this study. the nature of

the emission from the lvestern lobe of !\¡50 had not been accurately determined.

4.2 Observations and Data Reduction

The westem lobe of W50 was observed with the ACIS-I chips on board Ch,andra on

2003 August 21 at a CCD temperature of -120'C. The charge transfer inefficiency

(CTI) was corrected using the APPLY-CTI tool on the level 1 raw clata. A new level

2 file was then obtained using the standard CIAO 3.0 routines. See section 3.L2 of

tlris thesis f'or details on the Chandra data reduction tools and commands. The final

exposure time was 71 ksec.

4.3 Data Analysis

4.3.L Imaging

To illnstrate the W50 region covered by Chandra, Figure 4.1 sltows the radio image

of \,V50 (grey scale), and the regions covered by observations in infiared (large box)

and X-ray (srnall box). The projection on the sky of the plecession cone axes of the

SS 433 jets is also overlayed. The radio image shows that the eastern wing of \,V50

exhibits a corlçscrew pattern, which rnimics the precession of the arcseconds-scale

jets from SS 433 (Dubner et al., 1998, Hjellming & Johnston, 1931).

Interestingly, thele is a hint of a corkscrew pattern visible in the Chandra irnage

(Figure 4.2), supporting the conclusion that the SS 433 subarcsecond-scale relativistic

jets are affecting the large scale radio and X-ray ernission from W50. It is noted that
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Figtrre 4.1: The image of W50, measuring 2' by 1o, in radio. The large and small
boxes represent the field of view of the infrared and X-ray observations, respectively.
The position angle of the jet cone is 100' (measured from N to E).

Figule 4.2: The 0.3-10 keV image of !V50, corresponding to the srnall box in Fig-
ure 4.1, showing regions used for spectroscopy. The dots hint to a corkscrel,v pattern.
See Figure 4.41or scale.
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tlre pattern traced in Figure 4.2 is rnost likely not tire true corkscrer,v pattern, as the

Chandra region is ernbedded in the much larger radio ear. It is only meant to guide

the reader's eye.

In Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3, the energy image is shown in which red corresponds

to the soft energy band (0.3-2.4keV) and blue corresponds to the hard energy band

(2.4-10 keV). In Figure 4.2, the intensity image is shor'vn in the 0.3-10 keV energy

range. These images r'vere created using the methods outlined in section 3.1.3 of this

thesis. Nzlany point sources are resolved in the field and the knotty structrire of the

nebula is noted. Tire X-ray emission peaks at a (J2000) : 19å 09^ 42".86, d (J2000)

: 05o 03' 38".8.

4.3.2 Spectroscopy

To perform spatially resolved spectroscopy of the remnant, the point solrrces were

excluded from the Chan,dra field, and spectra were extracted from the diffuse emission

for 11 regions shown in Figure 4.2. The w2 and IRknot2 regions correspond to the

X-ray w2 region presentecl in Safi-Harb & Ögehnan (1997) and the infrarecl knot2

region presented by Band (1987), respectively. These regions are selected in order to

compare the Chan,dr¿ resnlts with those found in X-rays with ROSAZ and ASCA

and in infiared with ISOCAM.

The proximity of the western lobe to the Galactic plane complicates the spectral

analysis because of contamination by the Galactic ridge. To minimize this contam-

inatiotr, several background regions lvere extracted frorn source-free regions around

the diffuse emission from !V50. These background regions consist of 6 circular regions

(see Figure 4.3). Subsequently, the spectral parameters for the three largest legions
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Figure 4.3: The background regions used in the analysis. The region malked by
BKG is the region used for the spectral analysis of regions 1-8. The area of the W50
image (i.e. the dimensions of Figure 4.2) is also shown for cornparison.

(r,v2, IRknot2, arrd Large) were detelmined using the resulting average background.

For the eight srnaller regions, this over-subtracts the background, so only one of the

circular regions (marked BKG in Figure 4.3) is used. Spectra were extracted in the

0.5-10.0 keV range for all regions, except for the iRknot2 region, which used a range

of 1.0-10.0 keV because of large error bars at low energies.

To determine r,vhether the emission is thermal or not, the spectra were fìtted ,,vith

thermal bremsstrahlung and power-law models (following Safi-Harb & Ögehnan,

1997). The bremsstrahlung model is characteùzed by the shock temperature (i.e.

plasma tetnperature), kT, and the por'ver-law model is characterized by the photon

index, f. For an explanation of thermal arrcl non-therrnal X-ray emission mecha-

nisms, see Appendix A.

Both models give adequate fits in each region. However, it is found that the
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power-law rnodels give slightly lower reduced ¡2 (see Appendix E for definition)

values, and that the ternperatures derived frorn the thermal bremsstrahlung models

are high (unrealistically high for even the youngest SNRs). This, together r,vith the

absence of line emission in the spectra, leads to favoring a non-thermal interpretation

for the X-ray emission.

Table 4.1 summarizes the Chandra resrilts for the regions seen in Figure 4.2. A

distance of 3 kpc (denoted by Ds) is used in the lurninosity calculations (as in Dubner

et al., 1998), the errors are at the g0% confidence level, and /V¡r refers to the colurnn

density of neutral þdrogen. Note that the spectrum softens with increasing distance

from SS 433 except for regions 3, 6 and 8. This is consistent with the energv-color

irnage shown in Figure 3.3. Table 4.2 summarizes the Chand,ra results f'or the lv2

legion in cornparison to those of ROSAT þ, ASCA.
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Table 4.1: Derived model parameters for all regions.

Region N¡7

(1021 crn-2)

lor
kT (kev)

Nfodel Luminosity Reduced ¡2
(1032 erg/s) (DOF)

w2o

Lt-Lrgeo

IRknot2"

PL

BREN,IS

PL

BRENfS

PL

BREN{S

PL

BRENIS

PL

BREN,ÍS

PL

BRENIS

PL

BRENIS

PL

BREN{S

PL

BREN4S

PL

BREN{S

PL

BREN,IS

2r,6 !11
18.7 +; 

T

10.9 +11?

s4!32
rc.7 +?2

s s 1l:Í
s o 1?3

47 lIt
4.0 +?'I

s a 1?3

LB +',i I
sg137
s.g 1å å

7.6 +tI

13.1 +19

111!?t
z r 1åå

s.s 13 ?

e.6 +11

s o 11:3

25.0 +1'?

n.I!|3

r a¡ 13:3á

B eB 1å?33

r.og 13 33

11.$ 1lk3

r s4 !3?+

6.02 !?t3
r oa 13:31

r0.51 11:j36

ß4 !3?+

34.09 +H6"

r or 1383

tt.45 +Pa;9

r so 133å

6.54 1å:53

1.e6 +P ?p
-ll. 

¿i)

5.s7 !31I/3

r.sa 1311

6.07 ++ 
99

t as 13:13

7.07 +?'3.2
-1.+/

z¡o1333

4.22 !i33

1.1e (e0)

1.21 (e0)

o.Be3 (52)

0.s22 (52)

1.0e (182)

1.11 (182)

1.44 (66)

r.47 (66)

1.27 (67)

1.27 (67)

1.10 (44)

1.r1 (44)

r.24 (42)

1.24 (42)

1.13 (55)

1.13 (55)

1.21 (137)

r.21 (137)

1.11 (164)

7.r2 (164)

1.18 (133)

1.1e (133)

8.10

6.74

2.88

2.46

72.7

10.4

2.BT

2.64

2.94

2.82

2.44

2.16

0.92

0.80

4.23

3.42

54.5

4tl.b

102

86.6

40.4

31.8

"The background regions used for these source legions are the 6 averaged circulal legions,
seen in Figule 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Thernal Bremsstrahlung and Power-law N4odel Results for the w2 r'egion

Data
N4odel

N¡7

(1021 crn-2)
fL.

or kT (kev) (1033 ,3 erg/s)
Reduced X

(DoF)
Chandra
PL...........
BREN{S...
ROSAT/ASCA
PL...........
BREÀ{S...

ry t *l.Ll.r-0.9
¡.413:i

s gl?:3
c r*1.6
t).tj r <

t.ss13:li
6.07++ 99

2.41!3'iå
c o.z*1.18¿.L t _o.77

1.2r (r37)
r.2r (t37)

1.41 (e5)
1.28 (e5)

5.45
4.56

5.45
4.23

Subsequently, the power-law fits are used to derive the synchrotron emission

paratneters. Assurning equipartition betr,veen particles and fields and integrating

from radio to X-ray frequencies, the equipartition rnagnetic field (B"n), the magnetic

energy density (B!rlAr), the total synchrotron electron energy (U") and the lifetirne

of the electrons (r) can be determinecl using the follorving equations.

V82au.x 
ó̂7f

ut/2+d - ul/z+' 2a -12
-;f" - ,Í- 2* + r

o:l-1

, : #*: r-68_,/2(G)u;ttzçGHz) (vears)

(Lang, 1974) whele 7 is the volurne of tl.re source region in cm3, o is the spec-

tral index, f is the photon index, and u, is the critical frequency (the frequency

at lvhich synchrotron radiation peaks). Table 4.3 summalizes the calcuÌated syn-

chrotron parameters, again using a distance of 3 kpc to the source. The range of

values corresponds to a:1-100 (the ratio of baryon energy to electron energy), 100

being typical f'or cosrnic rays (Lang, L974).

tl.: I0'"# (elgs)

(4 1)

(4 2)

(4 3)

(4 4)
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Table 4.3: The calculated synchrotron emission parameters using the results frorn
the power-law model fits.

Region
Be(t Blnl8r

(10-5G) (t0-t' ergs cm-3)
U"T

(1044 ergs) (i03 yr)
1

2

.J

4
t:J

rr

I

8

w2
Large
IRknot2

0.53-1.99
0.52-7.94
0.44-7.65
0.47-7.77
0.50-1.86
0.56-2.07
0.52-1.93
0.66-2.44
0.26-0.98
0.23-0.84
0.28-1.06

1.1-16

1.1-15
0.78-1.1
0.90-12
1.0-14
L.2-I7
1.1-15
7.7-24

0.28-3.8
0.20-2.8
0.32-4.5

0.57-8.0
0.21-3.0
1.1-16

0.24-3.3
0.27-3.7
0.77-2.4

0.07-0.94
0.22-3.r

1 1- 155

27-369
7.3-101

0.37-2.6
0.38-2.7
0.48-3.5
0.44-3.r
0.40-2.9
0.35-2.5
0.38-2.8
0.27-L.9
r.r-7.6
1.3-9.5

0.94-6.8

The derived vaiues of the synchrotron parameters as r,r'ell as ly'¡7 for the w2 region

(Table 4.2) agree rvith those found using ROSAT and ASCA, rvithin error. Horn'ever,

tlre spectra appear harder r,vith the Chandra observation.

4.3.3 Correlation with Radio and Infrared

To probe the interaction between the western jet of SS 433 and the ambient medium,

the X-ray emission is studied in correlation with radio continuum ancl HI data ob-

tained with the NRAOI VLA and Green-Bank radio telescope and infrared data

obtained with ISOCAAII. Fig 4.1 shows the radio, infrared, and X-ray regions and

Figure 4.4 shows the X-ray emission with the infrared contours.

The average value of /V¡7 found on the basis of the HI obselvations is - (4 -
lThe NRAO is a facility of the NSF operated under a cooperative agreem.ent by Associatecl

Universities Inc.
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lenlo'2os los o" *ot 33i31" 4os 30"

Figure 4.4: X-ray irnage of the western lobe shown 'uvith the infrared contours

4.4) x lgzt "--2. This is sliglrtly lower than the averâge found using the Chandra

data, which is to be expected.

The energetics in the western lobe found lvith the X-r'ay data can then be com-

pared to that found in Dubner et al. (1998). The total synchrotron electron energy

is found in X-rays to be - 2.5 x 10'15 - 3.5 x 10a6 ergs, which is in good agreement

with the energy found from radio observations.

As seen in Figure 4.4, there is no correlation between the infrared emission and the

peak of X-ray emission. This, along with the high value of N¡¡ (N¡¡ 2 2x7022 cni-2)

delived for the lRknot2 region using the Char¿dra data, suggests that the infrared

emission is not associated with the r'vestern lobe of \,V50. The derived vahie of

kT > 4.2 keY is higher than the expected temperatures for SNRs, indicating that

the X-ray emission in lRknot2 is non-thermal.

WSO west lobe: Chandra image + ISOCAM contours
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4.3.4 Point Sources

In tlre Chandra thread that r,vas used to create the morphological image of the western

lobe of \,V50, the WAVDETECT tool r'vas used to detect 43 possible point sources in

the Chandra fr.e\d of view. These point sources are listed in Table 4.4 with the J2000

coordinates in degrees, the nurnber of counts in the 0.3-2.4 keV (soft X-ray) and

2.4-70 keV (hard X-ray) energy ranges, and the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Looking

these up in Simbad, an astronornical database, only thlee of the point sources have

known counterparts: source 1 is GSC 00471-00860, and is a star of unknown spectral

class; source 8 is BD+04 3996 and is an A2 type star; source 25 is ZeI1907+050 and

is a radio source.

Table 4.4: Point Sources

RA
(J 2000)

D
(J2000

softo
Cnts

ha¡d
Cnts

soft"
Cnts

15

13
14

7
20

13
22

55
16
iIO

11

2t
4

4

11

5

ha
Cnts

Source R¡\
(J2000

S/NDEC
J2OOC

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

I
10
11

12

74

i5
16
77

18
19
20

2I
22

287.5587 -õ.0272

287.4499 5.0415
287.4434 5.0663
287.44t5 5.0403
287.433 5.0659
287.4tO3 5.0446
287.4022 4.9889
287.5053 5.0395
287.5035 5.0925
287.5012 5.032
287.4988 5.0285
287.4977 5.0073
287.4794 5.0325
287.4757 5.O7,19

287.4672 5.0294
287.4624 4.9855
287.4549 4.9902
287.4454 5.0244
287.44 4.9854

287.4377 5.0024
287.437 5.1178
287.4368 5.0568

23 287.4299
24 287.4088
25 287.4083
26 287.4067
27 287.4026
28 287.3992
29 287.3985
30 287.3967
31 287.396
32 287.3907
33 287.3739
34 287.5808
35 287.5677
36 287.5248
37 287.5079
38 287.4992
39 287.4575
40 287.4387
47 287.4127
42 287.3998
43 287.3729

1.7

2.6
2.8
J.J

1.8
ð,L
Àa

J.J

3.4

,,
4.t
1.5
2.6
z,o

5

J
39

1t

4

18

16
16
4,

80

2T

t2
8

11

18

72
17

1802 68 30
76 16 6.5
15 14 3.4
231.6

tr2 159 t2
801.9
50 2 4.9
30 0 3.4
2t 49 5.3
16 5 2.5
40 12 4.5
7 21 3.2
527.7
15 r 2.2
15 5 2.9
922.2
26 I 4.1
882.4
2 13 2.6
10 12
36 B 4.2
662.3

5.0627
5.1044
5.0L47
5.0852
5.0015
5.043i
5.0495
5.0114
5.0935
5.032 1

5.0747
5.1 168
5.0913
5.0504
5.0753
5.0158
5.1425
5.0013
5.7L23
5.1 1 18

'0.3-2.4 keV energy range; ö2.4-10 keV energv range
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The number of corints f'or the two energy ranges were found using the DX4COPY,

DN4EXTRACT and DIVILIST tools. First, two new Level 2 event files r,r'ere produced

rvith DX¡ICOPY by selecting the energy ranges noted above. Then, DN,IEXTRACT is

used to form one FITS file from the region files of the sources and of the backgrounds.

The DÀ4LIST tool can be used to get a list of the corints for each region. The S/N

ratio rvas found using the equation:

SIN:
,/STB

(4.5)

r,vhere S is the source counts and B is the background counts.

Spectra r,vere extrâ,cted for all point sources ¡,vith total counts > 100 (points 1,2,5

and 34 in Table 4.4). Background regions were created for each of these by selecting

an ellipse around the point solrrce region and then excluding the point source.

Using the CIAO 3.0 thread "Step-by-Step Guide to Creating ACIS Spectra for

Point Sources" (available from http: f f cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/pieces/), spec-

tra were obtained for the four point sources. The tools used in this thread are

DNIEXTRACT (to extract the spectra), DN,ISTAT (to find the chip and sky cen-

troids, as rvell as the CCD ID), ACIS-FEF-LOOKUP (to select the proper Fits

Ernbedded Function (FEF)), N{KRÀ{F (to create the response matrix file (RNIF)),

ASPHIST (to bin the aspect solution (ASOL) file), N4KARF (to create the auxil-

iary response file (ARF)), DN{GROUP (to grorlp the bins in the spectra file), and

DN4HEDIT (to edit the headers of the spectra files).

After the spectra are extracted, each point source was fitted by brernsstrahlung,

por'ver-lar'v, blackbody, and Raymond-Smith models, along with a tr,vo-component

bremsstrahlung 8z blackbody model in XSPEC. Both the bremsstrahlung and power-
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law models have been described above and the mechanisms are detailed in Ap-

pendix A. The blackbody model is a blackbody spectrum characteúzed by the tem-

perature, kT (see Appendix A for rnore inforrnation). The Rayrnond-Smith rnoclel

is an etnission spectrum frorn a hot diffuse gas based on the model calculations by

Ravmond & Smith (1977), including line emission frorn rnan)¡ elements. It is char-

acterized by the plasma temperatule, kT, the redshift, z, and the metal abundances

(typically frozen to the cosrnic abunclance - for every 10,000 atoms of hydrogen,

the gas contains 800 atorns of ireliurn and 16 atoms of calbon, oxygen, and heavier

elements).

Table 4.5 summarizes the best fit rrodel for each poirrt source r,vith counts >100.

The error bars are at the 90% level. The results indicate that point solurces 1 and

5 are therrnal in nature, r'vhereas the sources 2 and 34 seem to be non-tirermal. To

unveil the true nature of these, and other point sources in the field, multi-wavelength

observations with deeper exposures are needed.

Table 4.5: Results for the best fit model for point sources having > i00 corints.

Source À,Ioclel

Range (keV)

N¡¡

(1022 cm-z¡

Unabs. Flux
, , 1\
(el.g cm 's ')

Reducecl X2

(DoF)

N,'fodel

Parameter

1 BB+BREN,IS

0.5-10

2PL
0.5-5.0

5 BB+BREÀ,iS

0.5-9.5

34 PL

0.5-10

o.62oJ3 3?

0.233+9":9

r.+01å 3¡

0.87e1å å8

kT1 : 0.971!31?

k'r2 : o.oe713 33'

f : 2.15111

kr1 - o.o¡213:33

krz - i.ss1å ås

f : 1.5711ã

3.02 x l0-12

1..10 x l0-14

1.43 x 10-13

2.85 x 10-1'1

1.52 (e1)

0.26e (12)

0.748 (45)

0.s75 (22)



4.4, Discussion

Frotn this study, a nou-thermal interpretation is favored for the emission of the r,vest-

ern lobe of !V50. The derived values of N ¡1, equipartition magnetic field, synchrotron

electrou euergies and lifetimes agree with those derived previously bv Safi-Harb &

Ögelman (1997) with ROSAT ancl ASCA.

The infrared emissiou is not correlated with the peak of X-ray emission. This, in

addition to the high value of .À/¡7 derived for this legion, suggests that the infrared

etnission is not originating from !\¡50, and could be associated with a star forming

region.

The corkscrew pattern seen in both the radio and X-ray images provides strong

support to the hypothesis that the relativistic jets from SS 433 are causing ttre

mor:phology of the \,\¡50 nebula.

43 point sources irave been lesolved in the Chandra field indicating that previous

X-ray studies of the \'V50 nebula v/ere confused. Only three sources have knor,r'n coun-

terparts. The irardness of all sources rvere characterized and spectra were extlacted

ft'om fottr sour-ces which had a sufficient number of counts for spectral analysis. Hor,v-

ever, multi-wavelength observations are needed to unveil their nature.



Chapter 5

The RXTE Study of SS 433

5.1 Introduction

RXTE is an invaluable satellite in the energy range between the Chandra X-ray

observatory (i.e. -0.5-10 keV) and the garnma-ray observatory, INTEGRAI, which

observes r-rp to energies of 100 keV. The HEXTE instrurnent on board RXTE is

specifically designed to observe in the 15-250 keV range, having its best resoiution

at -60 keV.

SS 433 is a uuique Galactic X-r'ay binary systern, and is classified as a microquasar

tlrat is expelling highly collirnated jets at 0.26c. This system exhibits two major

periodicities: the binary olbital period (Pu : 13.082 days) and the precessional period

of tlre jets (Po : 162.15 days). Recent optical and UV spectrai observations (Gies

et al., 2002), X-ray obselvations (H. N4arshall 2005, private cornrnunication) and

gatnmâ-ray observations (Cherepashchuk et aI., 2003) all indicate that the compact

ob.iect in the binary system is a black hole (although the derived nLasses ar-e in

discrepancy).

This thesis presents the first complete RXTE spectroscopic study of the SS 433

X-ray binary system up to -70 keV (srnaller studies have been publistred by Kotani et

aL (2002), Safi-Harb & Kotani (2002), and Safi-Harb & Kotani (2002)). The purpose

is to determine the nature of the hard X-ray emission from the binary system, and

to correlate the spectrai parameters with the binary phase and observed radio flares.

61
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5.2 Observations and Data Reduction

Archived RXTE observations of the SS 433 X-ray binary rvere downloaded from the

HEASARCT database spanning the years of 1996-2004, and covering aìl precessionai

phases except Ú - 0.1-0.4. lVhen tft - 0, the eastern jet is pointing toward us, and

the shifted lines are at a maximum separation (see Figure 2.3). Data reduction was

performed using the standard techniques for both the PCA and HEXTE data, as

outlined in Chapter 3 and Appendix C. In all, there r,vere 78 observations with good

data (i.e. at least one model has an acceptable value of reduced X') in 7 different

observation sets, r,vith durations ranging from 0.24-28.8 ks (see Tables 5.1-5.7) for a

total observation time of - 609 ks.

5.3 Spectral Analysis & Results

The R,XTE spectra were fitted with therrnal blemsstrahlung and por,ver-lar,v mod-

els, both with one and two Gaussian lines (referred to as B+G, B+2G, PL+G and

PL+2G hereafter). The thelmal model is char-acterized by the shock ternperature,

kT, and is associated r,vith brernsstrahlung radiation. The power-la'uv model is char-

acterized by the photon index, f, and is associated with synchrotron radiation. For

details of these emission mechanisms) see Appendix A. These models have been

used in previous studies (i.e. Safi-Harb & Kotani, 2002; Cherepashchuk et ai., 2003;

Blinkrnann, Kotani & Kar,vai, 2005), with B+2G being dubbed as the 'traditional'

model of SS 433, and PL+2G being used at high enelgies to determine if the cornpact

ob.ject is a black hole (the spectra of r,vhich have power-lar,r' tails up to 100s of keV).

i http ://heasarc.gsfc.nasa. gov
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The Gaussian lines are added to the moclels because, frorn pr-evious studies (N,Iar-

shall et aL.,1979: Kotani, 1996) there are lines visible in the spectra at -7 keV thai

are dtte to either Fe XXV (6.684 keV), Fe XXVI (7.058 keV) or the Fe fluorescence

line (6.399 keV). \,Vhich of these are observed depends on the orientatiorr of the

system. The Fe fluorescence line is stationary, and Kotani (1996) suggests that it

originates frorn the accretion disk. Thus, this line can only be seen when the eastern

jet (see Figure 2.3) is pointed away from the observer (i.e. ú - 0.5). Dr-rring other

phases, especialìy neayrþ - 0, it is expected that the shifted Fe lines frorn the jets

lvill be observed.

Tlre value of N¡¡ was allowed to vary between (0.7-2.4)xI022 cm-2 (the lowest

and higlrest observed vaÌues in the literature). I1 HEXTE data was r:sed, the nor'-

nralization factor for the HEXTE spectra was also allowed to vary. The PCA spectra

were fitted over an energy range from 3 keV to a maximum energy that varies for

each obser-vation. This cut-off energy was chosen by observing where the spectra

becarne dominated by the background (i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio was lorv). Only

tlre top layer data (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3) were used to maximizethe signal-to-

noise ratio. The energy used for the HEXTE spectla r'vas from 15 keV to a maximum

enetgy that valies for each observation (as for PCAspectra). Only the ciuster 0 data

for tlre HEXTE spectra r'vas used, as cluster t has lost some spectral capabilities in

one of its detectors (see section 3.2.2)

In most cases, the spectra r,vere best fit by either ihe B+2G or PL+2G models,

lraving one narro$¡ and one bload Gaussian line, both centered at -7 keV (see next

two sections for explanation). Although this indicates the emission may be drie to

both thermal and non-thermal mechanisnm, the data could not be fit by a B+PL+2G
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model (for example). This is because the number of fiee parameters and the low

courrt rates r'vould allow for a wide variety of acceptable values, and thus would not

easily constrain the model.

Figure 5.1 shows exarnple fits of the Bt2G and PL+2G models. For an expiana-

tion of the difference between these trn'o model fits, see Appendix A. Only two out

of the 78 observations were fit better r,vith a PL+G rnodel, while only one was best

fit wiih a B*G modeÌ. Tables 5.I-5.7 summar-ize the best fit model parameters f'or

the observations in each data set. The lurninosities are calculated at a distance of

3 kpc (scaled by fu2), as explained in section 2.1.6.

2D3 denotes the distance in units of 3 kpc
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Figure 5.1: Example rnodel fits, showing each model component, with residuals for
B+2G (top) and PL+2G (bottom) models for two different RXTE observations.
The trvo 'humps' (dotted, and dotted-dashed lines) are the Gaussian line fits, while
the dashed line is either the bremsstrahlung or power-law fits. The solid line is the
total model (either B+2G or PL+2G), and the data are crosses.
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OBS-ID

,lD-2,450,000

10127-01-02-00 0.917

192.61 0.195

10127-01-03-00 0.964

193.21 0.199

a

þ

Table 5.1: RXTE best fit moclel paraìrìctcrs for the 10127 ol¡servatiol scL.

Error b¿rs are at the 90% conficlc¡rce k:vt:I.

lr'¡1 (1021 cm-2)

NIodel

10127-01-05-00

r93.77

10127-01-06-00

19¿1.27

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

0.007

0.203

En. Range(s) (kc\r) kT (kcv)

HEXTE Cons. or I

0.s7 +9 1

B+2G

0.045

0.206

o.;r *I.2z.¿L _l-4

PL+2G

o.e8 13 3

B+2G

3-24

OBS-ID

.lD-2,450,000

re8133i

3-17

20102-01-01-00

869.28

Line -Ð1 01

Line B2 (keV) ø2 (keV)

li.05 13 ?1

20102-01-02-00

870.75

6.82 13 []i

i.o7 13 3!

(þ

lt

2.ro !3i? 6 el 13 i3

Tablc 5.2: ÄX?ll best fit model p¿r¿rnetels

Err'c¡r b¿rrs are at the 90% confidence level.

N¡7 (1021 cm-2)

NIodel

0.643

0.369

682133X

66e13i?

¡o 13 iî

o.2e 13;i
i.16 13 å?

0.755

0.378

t/n+00-'^" -o.3
PL+2G

T<¡tal Lum.

(103r' D! erg/s)

6.e3 i3;3

o0313ã3

o.5s 13 3;

6.85 13 3:

ose1333

En. R.ange(s) (ke\z)

HEXTE Cons.

1.74 13 3

B+2G

128 !32tr
o01 Iåã3

lì.cd. x2 (DoF)

Duration (ks)

o.o1 13 åÎ

2.7

3-30

0.e7 1[]å?

1.4e (43)

1 3.1

kT (keV)

orl

fol thc 20102 ol¡servation se[.

3-26

170133å

r.As (42)

8.25

Line .lli

Line E2 (keV)

22.04 +l :.L
- I.Uõ

0.e15 (29)

1 1.0

7.11 13 å3

6.s2 13 3iì

1.s1 (41)

9.20

O7

a2 (keV)

657133:

- -, +0.0¿l
¡ '¡ r -0.o5

0 ru i[]3?

o0113òå

Tot¿rl Lu¡n.

(1035 /Ji els/s)

o.2r

0.01

+0.05
-0,13
+0.30

lìed. x2 (DoF)

Dulation (lts)

1.02 (4e)

16.3

1.2r (44)

t6.7
OJ



OBS-ID

.lD-2450000

20102-01-03-00 0.883

872.42

20102-01-04-00 0.980

873.68 0.396

,þ

,þ

20102-01-05-00 0.112

875-42 0.406

lr'¡1 (1021 crn-z)

t\Iodel

0.388

20102-01-06-00 0.251

877.23 0.418

2.40 131

PL+2G

20102-01-07-00

890.24

trn. lì-ange(s) (kcV) kT (kev)

HEXTE Cons. or I

o.s8 13 3

B+2G

20102-02-01-00 0.422

879-47 0.431

Table 5.2: 20102 Set Cont

2.40 13'3

PL+zG

201 02-02-01-01 0.332

0.245

0.498

3-30

878.29

r.45 11 :
PL+2G

20L02-02-01-02 0.256

ò- ¿¿

877.30

o eo 133

PL+2G

20102-02-01-03 0.316

878.08 0.423

r ryo *0.0t,. ,, _t).o1

3-28

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

o.424

Line ðr 01

Line 1J2 (keV) a2 (keV)

201O2-O2-O1-O4 0.321

878.15 0.423

r1.8e 1[]:i3

3-24

2.40 !39
PL+2G

0.418

20102-02-01-05

878.22

1.eo 13 3;

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

r.8s 13 i?

2.38 1å ð

PL+2G

o.o1 13 33

0.85 13 3:

71113¿¿

o.¿a 13 3i

les1339

0.326

o.424

Total Lurn. Red. X2 (DOF)

(103r' Dl crg/s) Duration (ks)

1.70 13 ?

B+2G

0.æ 13 33

o le 13Îl

6.e2 !3.¿i

6.s4 13 33

:l-20

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

0721333

oro1333

7.46 13:3

3.8

6.58 +1 
19

o8e1333

o.01 1å å3

, rô +0.09t 'L¿ -ll-14

I oc *0Ù2

3-20

6.62 +1.19

0.60 13 33

o æ 13;3

1.86 (4s)

16.5

6e6 1331 oa: 133:

re4133å

ô-¿ð

,, -- +0.03o.J t ., ,,,

oe21333

0 27 !3?+

1.10 (43)

r4.3

7oe1319

6.48 13 33

2.7

14.40 1113

o-8r2 (47)

-t iJ. J

705 13î!
6.53 13 å3

0.9:l

i.e1 13 33

0ß13ål
07213åå

0.68e (4r)

2.51

a r' +o.3ot'¡ù 
-ù.7¡l

o sz 1[]î3

oio13ll
0.84 13 ?å

o011333

0.5si (40)

2r.2

71113Ìi

a.so 13 33

0.31 131?

0.24 !8 )]4

1.01 (55)

18.0

0.80

0.1 1

1.21 (51)

77.9

2.7

+0
-0
+0

11
54

25
11

0.ss1 (36)

2.6

0.685 (3e)

2.99

2.9

0.e81 (36)

3.41

0.s74 (40)

O)
--t



OBS.ID

JD-2450000

20102-02-01-060 0.348

878.50 0.425

20ro2-02-ol-o7 0.392

879.08 0.429

a

'tþ

20102-02-01-08 0.453

879.88 0.434

.Ò{¡¡ (102r cm-2)

N¡lorìel

201O2-O2-O|-O9 0.464

880.02 0.435

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

20702-02-01-tO

880.09

En. Ranse(s) (keV) kT (kev)

HEXTE Corc. or I

r.s7 1? 3

B+2G

20102-02-01. 11.

879.75

T¿blc 5.2: 20102 Sct Cont.

2.30 1ì?
PL+2G

20102-02-02-00

899.29

0.469

0.435

3-34

n ri +1.2
- 1..t

PL+2G

20IO2-O2-02-OI 0.866

898.36 0.548

0.443

0.433

3-24

2.40 13.?

PL+zG

0.937

0.554

1.84 13 39

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

Line Z-r oI

Line E2 (keV) a2 (keV)

17.50

3-2r

2.40 131

PL+2G

+ 1.50

6se1333

6.5e 13 3;

1.e4 i3 ìi

:]-24

2.3s 13.3

PL+2G

6.62 13 3å

6.e5 13 ?å

z.o¡ 13 33

oe3133:

oio13i3

71413Ï3

6.46 13 å3

2.03 13 33

Tot¿rl Lum. Ììcd. X2 (DOF)

(1035 D.] erg/s) Duration (ks)

ooo1333

o.82 13 i3

o ot *'OTO

6.4e 13 3i

1 8e 1[ìg3

0.78 13 7å

ool1333

t rn *O.4Ot 'u t -o.s4

3.9

2 m 18lli

6.60 13 []å

o6s1333

o.22 !8i3

7eo13üi

r.sz 13 3i

6.61 11?î

0.75 13;Î
0.35 13 3i

1.48 (55)

28.8

7.05 13 3;

¿.:)

6.4e +1 
911

o.4o 13:13

o.¡a 13 33

0.685 (41)

2.67

o.¿s 13 3i
? 1r +0.46¡'rr 

-t).lB

2.6

0.82 13 33

o01 13¿å

0.e11 (28)

1.49

2.8

o06133ä

oso13å3

0.612 (37)

1.89

to

0.853 (41)

10.7

1.12 (40)

4.70

L.5e (45)

0.486 (45)

8.08

o)
co



OBS_ID

.lD-2,450,000

30273-01-01-00 0.008

900.22 0.559

30273-01-01-01 0.085

901.23 0.566

(þ

tþ

Table 5.3: .RX?E best Iìt nl<¡del paranetets fol the 30273 obser.vation set.

Iìrror bars ¿rre at the 90% confidence levcl.

30273-0r-02-00 0.163

902.25 0.572

lr'r¡ (1021 crn-2)

\,lodel

30273-01-02-01

90:1.57

o.70 13 3

13+2G

30273-01-02-010

903.25

trn. Range(s) (kcV) kT (kcV)

HDXTE Cons. or'l

2.40 131

PL+2G

30273-0t-02-02

90'2.02

o.264

0.580

2.40 !3?2

PL+2G

30273-01-03-00

904.50

0.240

0.578

:t-24

2.O4 +:,9

PL+2G

110273-01-03-01

905.50

0.146

0.570

3-28

2.40 13 Î
PL+2C

30273-01-03-010 0.391

905.22 0.590

10.56 13';i

0.335

0.586

J-ZT)

o or *0 4
''rr -o.(;

PL+2G

Line ,Dt ol

Lirrc E2 (heV) o2 (kcV)

30273-01-03-02 0.428

905.71 0.593

186133ì

o.472

o.592

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

- .,. +0.19t.,tD _0.2¡,

o.¿s 13:3î

30273-01-04-000 0.463

183133å

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

6.es 13 å;
,. -, +0.o:lD'Dr 

-t;.o:l

183 13 31

2.40 +9.'9

PL+2G

04313ig

011i3Îi

70413å3

652133i

188133i

Tot¿l Lum. lì.cd. X2 (DOF)

(103s D! erg/s) Dulation (ks)

2.40 !?.i
PL+2G

ozg133å

ooo13åå

7.s7 +fl lI

i.$ 13 3î

6 63 1[ìii

0771333

0.11 13 ii

70613å3

2.2

r8e1333

6.s6 +19;l

0.57 13:i
0.37 +9 1l

71813iå

3.00

1 s3 13 []3

3-20

,. ,.. +0.0.1ù'4ó -rl o:r

0841333

0 21 1319

i.60 (41)

19.8

70613åi

6.61 13 3i

3.2

1 e1 1[]3i

0.ri4 +9 19

o01133i

0.e20 (47)

25024

71813Î3

6 4e 13 []i

3.4

leo133É

oe313iî

o 01 1333

r.05 (44)

20.4

7.o4 !337r

6.s2 13 []ì

3.8

o os 13:å3

o011333

0.453 (40)

1.99

6e113å¡

o.se 13 î3

081133X

0.91s (55)

0.01 +9 11

+o.06

osz13ii
o.o1 13 33

0.852 (43)

9.22

3.0

1.00 (3e)

5.77

0.837 (40)

5.38

1.86 (43)

23.6

0.808 (36)

1.86

1.68 (4e)

(o



OBS-ID

.lD-2450000

906. t 7

30273-01-05-01 0.488

906.50

4,

{

30273-01-05-02 0.575

907.64 0.605

.òr'¡7 (1021 cm-2)

N4oclel

0.596

30273-01-05-03 0.499

906.64 0.599

0.598

PL+2G

2.4o !31

PL+2G

En. Range(s) (keV) kT (kcV)

HEXTE Cons. or I

2.18 1i+
PL+2G

Table 5.3: 30273 Set Cc¡nt

1.60 13 3

B+2G

OBS.ID

JD-2,450,000

40146-01-01-03Iì 0.013

1292.74 0.98f)

1851333

Linc -Ð1 01

Line E2 (keV) oz (kcV)

3-20

40146-01-01-07R. O.O22

1292.86 0.981

,þ

rþ

r *o *0.01
'"" -0.11

6.45 +9.9i1

Table 5.4: i?X?E best lìt rn<-¡del par¿ì.rneters for the 40146 observatio¡r sct.

Brror bars are at the 90% cotrfìclencc level.

40146-01-02-03R 0.054

7293.28 0.983

N¡r (1021 cm-2)

t\¡Ioclel

7.65 13 ?:

15.61 1?.:l

6511339

7.o2 !332
6.51 13 3:

o.70 13 3

PL+2G

o01 133ã

0361333

o.rz 13 i?

Total Lurn.

(1035 D! eÌg/s)

7.44 !3i1
o.as 13:ÎÎ

En. Range(s) (keV)

HEXTE Cots.

2.40 +9''Ù.

PL+G

o.e7 13 i?

o.o1 1å 33

o.7o 13 3

PL+G

0.36 13 3ã

Rccl. x2 (DOF)

Duration (ks)

3- 14

0 16 1:liå

kT (keV)

or I'

3-13

3.0

28.6

2.04 !31i

0.esO (47)

7.79

Line E1 or

Line ll2 (ke\z) oz (keV)

0.827 (3e)

1.94

o ., .) +0.18

5.84 13 ÄÎ

z¡o1333

2.07 13 Î;

0.784 (36)

2.18

- - - +o.2ol'aÐ 
-0.2¡i

0.25 1ð;:
o.ss 1å:åÀ

7.oe 13 3+

Tot¿rl Lunl.

(1035 DN crg/s)

o.8s 13;3

10613ii

z-,7

Red. x'z(DOF)

Durtrtion (ks)

2.il

0.452 (16)

2.69

1.9

1.04 (16)

o.24

0.500 (i6)

2.82 --l
O



OBS-ID

,lD-2450000

40146-01-03-03R 0.:t40

t294.47 0.990

40146-01-13-11R 0.952

1357.36 0.379

4)

tþ

40146-01-14-03R 0.008

N¡¡ (1021 cm-2)

N4odel

1358.09

40146-01-14-07R 0.018

L358.22

2.20 +2?

B+2G

40146-01-15-03R 0.084

1359.09 0.389

En. Range(s) (keV)

HEXTE aons.

1.05 1Ï å

B+G

0.383

40 t46-0 1- 16-031ì

1359.36

Tablc 5.4: 40146 Sct Cont

2.40 111

B+2G

0.384

40146-01-16-07R 0.115

1359.49 0.392

o.zo lfr3us

PL+2G

0.105

0.391

kT (kev)

orl

3- i6

1.ß 111ì

B+2G

as.es l!;61,

3- 15

o.7o 13 3

B+2G

Line Et

Liue .Ð2 (keV)

t2.57 !J;')"|

o.7o !åt
B+2G

701 13å3

- -- +r.08J'J I 1.82

e.88 1¿ 3l

3- 15

ol

o2 (keV)

oss13i3

2.15 1å ?Í

3-16

o0113ã3

o.o1 13 å3

7.66 13 3å

12.4 li ?:

3-15

Total Lum.

(1035 D! eLs/s)

ii.44 +9 li

0.63

6.60 13 3?

16.30 1Ï 3¡

+0.19
-0.19

6.15 +ì] 
11

o031å33

a.ss 13 ?.1

7.81 13 38

4.Iì

16.66

0.0i +1:1

Red. x2 (Dol.')

Duratiou (ks)

0.44 !3:4?4

+3.51
-4.(;1

2.0

7.64

6.41

1.s2 +1 11

+0.43
-o.74
+0.14

o 01 1333

o.1o 1[]33

0.ee1 (16)

7.66 13'¿?

641 13¿i

2.O

o.o1 13:ì3

o¡r133î

0.388 (23)

2.7it

o.o1 13:ì3

0.31 1[]'?',î

0.542 (18)

2.88

0.482 (13)

2.69

0.428 (18)

2.8',2

0.76s (20)

2.69

0.7u4 (18)

0.24

{Ë



OI]S-ID

.ID-2,450,000

60058-0r-01-00 0.107

2222.80 0.716

60058-01-02-00 0.178

2223.72 0.722

ó

{

Table 5.5: llX?Ë best lit rnoclel paranetcrs fol the 60058 obser.vation set

Error bars are at the 90% co¡rfidence lcvel.

tV¡7 (1021 cm-2) En. Range(s) (keV)

Nlodel HEXTE Cots.

60058-01-03-00

2224.78

60058-01-04-00

2225.77

15e131

B+2G

60058-01-05-00

2226.70

0.259

o.728

t ¡r Io.7

B+2G

60058-01-06-00

2227.76

0.335

o.734

2.11!3.76

B+2c

60058-01-07-00 0.562

2228.75 0.753

3-29, 15-43

0 55 1[]å3

0.405

0.740

nt !oo.+

B+2G

60058-0i-08-00 0.643

2229.81 0.759

0.486

u. /4t)

kT (kev)

ol'f

3-26

2.40 131

B+2G

3-26, 15-45

0.64 13 33

27.60 13 ¿3

60058-01-09-00 0.719

2230.80 0.765

2.40 13 3

B+2G

Line .Ðr 01

Linc E2 (keV) o2 (kcV)

60058-01-10-00

2232.65

,7õ. I I

3-26

1.82 1Î 3

B+2G

+3.16
- 5.09

3-28, 15-47

058133ã

7.05 1å 3i

65713i3

60058-01-1 1-00

3i.fi3 13;3

2.4o !3.X

Il+2G

3-24, 15-53

7 q9 *0.40
""- -0.96

0.861

0.777

o.os 13 3í

a.¡sr 13 3Ï

2.17 13 3

B+2G

0.8:r 13 33

0 33 13:å

3-28, 15-40

oss1333

6.62 13;Ã

7.83 1llå3

36.26 1i?;

0.946

Total Lum.

(1035 Di erg/s)

213139

B+2G

o.5o 131?

o.4s 1313

1 ,i +I 61¡'ra 
-().22

6.70 13 å?

28.75 11 3i

3-26

1.63 13;

677133Î

s.45 131:

29.10

3-24

R.ecl. x2 (DoF)

Duration (ks)

+12.00
- 2.95

3-211, 15-45

.. -- +o.o7o'/ f 
-t).ou

r,.sc l$.i!

28.36 113:

0.61 +1 1:

0.410 (4e)

4.61

,. -- +0.29D'/ I 
-o.os

6.eo 1? öi

24.10 !7?4:o

6.1

J-¿ó

0.7e5 (40)

5.04

7.r2 !313

6.87 13 3+

27.5fr 1311

o.o1 iå 3?

oe1 Iåli

0.860 (47)

4.48

s681?ii

6.8e 13 ?å

i6.3s +1 11

7.7

13813å?

04213åÌ

0.62i (40)

4.54

6e313i¿

o.¡z 13 33

o.o1 1å åi

o.sz 1[ìil

0.e8s (4e)

4.43

6.5

8.67 +o.22
-0. 1f)

1.11 13 ?Ì

o.1e 1å ?3

0.s30 (48)

4.50

4.1

0.01 +1 
11

i.r0 (48)

4.43

3.4

0.7ee (40)

4.5t)

7.9

0.745 (38)

4.51

i.20 (45)

3.92

0.e54 (37)
-.t
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OBS.ID

,iD-2450000

223:1.78

60058-01- 12-00

2234.84

ó

1þ

60058-01-13-00

lú¡.¡ (1021 crr- -2)

N,IocIel

0.784

60058-01-15-00 0.169

2236.69 0.802

0.o27

0.79i)

60058-01-16-00 0.235

2237.55 0.807

0.103

0.796

B+2G

1.83 1¿ 3

B+2G

trn. lìnngc(s) (keV)

HEXTE Cons.

60058-01-1 7-00

2238.74

1.70 13 3

B+2G

Table 5.5: 60058 Set Cont

2.4o !31
B+2G

0.326

0.814

2.4o !1.o4

PL+2G

kT (ke\/)

or l'

3-25,15-45

0.44 +9.9I

2.26 loo;

B+2G

15.78

Line -Ð1

Line ,Èì2 (keV)

OBS-ID

.lD-2,,150,000

+7.72
-2.40

36.62

6.e3 13 3?

+t2.44
-6.89

70416-01-01-00 0.734

2544.97 0.703

3-26, 15-40

7.41 1? 33

os¡13i3

30.76

0631333

o1

a2 (kcV)

+5.44
- | .tl2

6.8e 13 3:

67613å3

(t

lt

r.54

0631333

Table 5.6: 1ìX?E best lìt rnodel p¿r¿rìneteÌs for. the 70416 obscr.v¿rtion set.

Error bals ale at the 90% confìclencc level.

+0.01
- 0.1c

lr'¡7 (1021 cm-2)

Nf oclel

1.1s 1¿ i?

0.51 13;3

Tot¿l Lum.

(1035 ,! els/s)

6.s6 13 33

zo¡13?3

31.40 +6.03
-4.19

0.16

1.30

674133i

6.e1 13 3i

r.41 13:
B+2G

+0.21
-0.16
+0.46
-o.2(ì

o.29

1. 10

6.e4 t3 i?
7071333

Rcd. x2 (DOF)

Duration (ks)

trn. Range(s) (keV)

HDXTE Cons.

+0.1 7

-0.29
+0.29
-o.77

7.32

0.01

+0.53* 0.09

+1.8i)*0.00

4.30

1. 19

0.01

0.567 (3s)

4.43

3-20

+0,19
-0. 17

+0.16
-0.00

0.752 (47)

kT (kev) Line .Ð1

or'l Line E2 (Ì<eV)

5.6

17.64 lL.It

0.717 (3e)

4.21.

8.5

r.0o (46)

3.30

o.os 13:33

8oo1Îii

r.01 (47)

ó.¿t/

o1

o2 (keV)

0.33 13 ?i

o01 13åå

Tot¿l Lun.

(1035 Dl ers/s)

2.7

lìccl. x2 (DOF)

Duration (hs)

1.24 (30)

1.98 -.t
C¡



OI]S-ID

.lD-24s0000

70416-01-01-01 0.749

2545.17 0.704

70416-01-01-02 0.756

2545.25 0.704

a

tlt

N¡r (1021 cni-2) En. Iì.arrge(s) (kr:V)

N{odel HEXTD Cons.

^ ..., +o.8Z'JJ 
-t)-ti

B+2G

r.2s !31
B+2G

Table 5.6: 70416 Sct Cont.

OBS-ID

,ID-2,450,000

3-25,15-51

r.o¿ llj3å

90401-01-01-01 0.425

:1077.29 0.986

kT (kev) Line -81

or I Line lì2 (keV)

3-27

90401-01-02-00

3089.78

13.06 1iÏl

,þ

!t

Table 5.7: R.XTE best lit rnodel p¿ìr¿rnìeLers fol the g0401 obsel'vatiorÌ set

Elror b¿rrs ¿rlc al l,he 90% corrficle¡rce level.

90401-01-02-01

3089.58

N¡1 (1021 cnr-2)

lvloclel

75.44

90401-01-03-00 0.595

3092.60 0.080

+ 1.75

0.380

0.06:l

7e41333

oas1331

0.et +Íl 9

B+2G

90401-01-03-01

3091.54

0.365

0.06i

o1

ø2 (kcV)

665i3å¿

782133ï

En. Rzrngc(s) (keV)

HBXTE Co¡s.

o.e3 13 3

B+2G

o.o1 13 3i

03213äå

1.oe 13;
B+2G

Tot¿rl Lurn. R,ed. X'z (DOF')

(103r' Dl erg/s) Dulation (hs)

3-30, 15-66

1.13 13 3?

0.36 1[]¿¿

0 31 13Îl

0.515

0.o74

2.3e 111

PL+2G

3-24, 15-68

o 6s 1[ìÍì9

kT (keV)

orI

3.9

o 70 !3+
B+2G

3-27, 75-62

r.o,4 13 ilì

3e.64 1l ?3

2.5

Line -Dr o\

Liue -Ð2 (keV) a2 (keV)

3-25, 15-60

oe713å3

0.605 (42)

2.6r

43.44 + 16.42
-7 .40

3-25, 15-50

o.zo 13 3?

ry r.¡ *0 05

c.zo j! 1.!

0.701 (32)

2.:t0

30.03 +5.35
-4.L?

6.s2 13 Î?
- - , +0.10/'ð'r -rl.:'r

i7eI33;

o0513åå

1 ¡9 *O.07

zog1333

0..1¡ 13 å3

33.1e 13 3!

Total Lum.

(103s D{ erg/s)

1.2r !837
o01133Î

708l333

6.e3 13 ??

ooo133å

ß4!311

6771333

zrs133J

13.1

R.ed. x2 (DoF)

Dur:rtion (lts)

o011333

1.13 I31?

r6.0

13s13i3

r.46 (51)

2.46

13.0

0.00 +? l?

1.oe (56)

1.76

I0.2

1.04 (s4)

t.47

r.r6 (46)

2.38

l.4e (5s)

2.-Ð4
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OBS-Iì)

,lD-2450000

90401-01-03-02 0.574

3092.32 0.078

90401-01-04-00 0.013

324\.97 0.001

ó

{

90401-01-04-000 0.988

3247.64 0.999

N¡1 (1021 crn-2) trn. R,ange(s) (kcV)

NI<¡del HEXTE Co:ns.

90401-01-04-01 0.863

3240.00 0.989

o.7o 13 3

B+2G

90401-01-04-02 0.949

3241..1.2 0.996

1.80 1Î 3

PL+2G

T¿ible 5.7: 90401 Se[ Cont.

o.7o 13 3

B+2G

3-29, 15-43

o.e6 13 3å

2.40 13 3

PL+2G

3-23, r5-41

o.e8 13l:

kT (kev)

orl

r.44 !?24

PL+2G

3-20, r5-50

1.51 13 33

25.6s 1ìåå

Line .Bl 01

Lirre .L2 (kc\/) oz (kcV)

:l-29, 15-57

056133å

1 ¡7 'lO.O$
"'^' -o.19

3-23, 15-50

o.so 13 33

z tc '1O.42
'-'-o..12

oz¿1333

701 1333

7.28 lIä
674I3lå

1.76 13 3l

o.oo 1ã 3ä

1.0e llliå

6.e2 13 i:
72813å3

2.1e 13 i:

Total [,urn. Rc(I. X2 (])OF)

(103r' Dl erg/s) Duration (ks)

ooo1333

1 91¡ *0.49
^ -" -0-1a

7.48 1313

r r z *0.0tìt'Lt ().1-l

o.ee 13l?

ooo13å3

6.8e 13 +:
- -.. +0.1ol'JJ 

-t).r)g

7.7

ooo1å3å
. ..- +o.17r'JU 

-o.12

r.(i2 +9 lf
o.oo 1å 33

1.r2 (49)

5.66

2.2

1.01 (46)

I1.5

11.8

1.30 (45)

28.4

0.903 (54)

2.96

0.868 (45)

7.76
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It is noted that, if the HEXTE spectra are good beyond the energy range of the

PCA spectra, the addition of HEXTE data reduces the error bars of the spectral

parameters in the majority of cases. This occurs for' 19 out of 78 observations (see

Tables 5.1-5.7). Thus, including tlte HEXTE data does in fäct improve the accuracy

of the rnodel fits. Table 5.8 demonstlates this using the 90401-01-01-01 observation

as an exatnple. The energy ranges for the PCA and HEXTE data are 3-30 keV and

15-66 keV, respectively. The parameter values are from the best fit model, B+2G,

and the error bars are at ihe 90% confidence level.

Table 5.8: Addition of HEXTE data imploves the fit f'or the observation
90401-01-01-01. The errors are at the 90% confìdence level.

Parameter Value Errors with

HEXTE

Errors without

HEXTE

Nrr (7022 cur-2)

kT (kev)

Line Ð1 (kev)

ø1 (keV)

Line E2 (kev)

o2 (keV)

Red. x2 (DOF)

0.906

39.64

7.329

5.00 x 10-2

6.702

1.418

+0.43
-0.90
+17.7
-4.4:ð
+0.053
-0.055
+0.16
-0.001
+0.11
-o.22
+0.23
-o.12

r.52 (45)

+0.562
-0.522
+7.05
-5.70
+0.05i
- 0.049

+0.14
-0.001
+0.10
-0.13
+0.072
-0.15

1.46 (51)

Also, in approximately half of these 19 observations, the addition of the HEXTE

data allows fol a better discrimination of the best fit model. This i,vas tested by

fitting only the PCA data rvith the sanìe parameters as noted in Tables 5.7-5.7. If the

spectra that included both PCA and HEXTE clata has a iarger spread (difference)

betr,veen the reduced ¡2 values for ttre PL*2G and B+2G rnodels, it allorvs for
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an easier deterrnination of the best fit rnodel. Arrother major benefìt to rising the

HEXTE data is that it covers the hard X-ray energy range that connects Chandra

and I N T E G R A L observations.

5.3.1 Correlation of Spectral Parameters

The useful energy range for each observation seen in Tables 5.1-5.7 is dependent on

the binary phase as well as the length of the observation. This energy range decreases

wlren the binary phase, Ó - 0 (inferior conjunction of the compa¡ion) beca¡se

the compact object is blocked and therefore the X-ray energy decreases. This is

demonstrated in Figure 5.2 (see Appendix B for lightcurves of all observation sets).

The energy range also clecreases if the duration of the observation is short, redr"rcing

Figule 5.2: The lightcurve of all observations in the 70127 data set. The numbers
in the graph are the binary phases of the observations. Notice that the count rate
decreases r'vhen primary eclipse of the compact object occurs (d - 0).

lilnrillrËt"-

793.4

JD - 2.450.000

19r.6
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the signal-to-noise ratio. The precessional phase urost likely aff'ects the usefïrl energy

rauge as well, and seems to do so ãt'rþ - 0.5 (observation 20102-0I-07-00). However,

there are not many obselvations at this phase, so this cannot be confirmed.

Unfortunately, for the 40146 data set, the first two situations apply. therefore

explaining u'hy the useful energy rânges are smaller than the other data sets, and

r,r'hy the error bars for some of the spectral parameters are large. For this reason,

this data set r,vill not Ì¡e included in the following analysis.

The spectral parameters, tetnperature, kT, photon index, f , and total unabsorbed

flux (i.e. calculated flux assurning a column density, N ru :0), can be correlated with

the binary phase, ç1. These are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively.

Only the observations with the best fit model of B*2G are used for the kT graph,

while the observations rvith PL+2G as the best fit model are used for the graph of

f. All ol¡servations are used in the flux graph, but using the total unabsorbed flux

(PCA plus HEXTð fluxes, if applicable) calculated from the best fit model. Note

that each data set occurs at different precessional and binary phases, rvhich accounts

fbr the variety of peak heights in Figures 5.3 - 5.5.
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kT and flux are at a minimurn during inferior conjunction of the companion

(d - 0) f is oppositely correlatecl, having a rnaxirnunr near rþ - 0. The X-ray

spectrum hardens rvhen the cornpact object is eclipsing the companion (superior

conjunction). These results are às expected in an X-ray binary systern. When

the compact object is eciipsed and only the companion star is seen (whose elnission

does not peak in X-rays), the X-ray brightness r,vill decrease. Thus, the X-ray flux

decreases as does the observed temperature. The spectrum softens (i.e. f is larger)

because the X-ray luminosity frorn the companion star is rnuch less than that of the

compact object.

Figure 5.6 shorvs how the spectra vary with different combinations of / and

tlt In the top left, (/,{r) = (0,0): the binary is in inferior conjunction and the

eastern jet is pointed toward the observer. Notice that the bump is less evident

r,vhen compared to the top right figure ((rþ,'\b) = (0.5,0)), cluring supelior conjunction.

\,Vlren (,þ,rþ) = (0,0.5) or (0.5,0.5) these bumps are much larger (bottorn left arrd

bottom right spectla in Figure 5.6).
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Figule 5.6: Example spectla rvith different cornbinations of ç5 and r/. Crosses a,r'e data arrcl the solicl line is the fitted
rnodel. Top left: Observation 90401-01-04-02, with ((r,'/) = (0,0). Top right: Obselvation g0401-01-03-01, rvith
Øt,rþ) = (0.5,0). Bottom left: Observation 30273-01-01-00, with (4t,rþ) = (0,0.5). Bottom right: Observatiori
201'02-02-01-10, with kþ,rlr) = (0.5,0.5). Notice the diffêreuce in the bump that occurs near 7 keV.
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This indicates that sorne of the iine emission must be coming from the.jets. When

,þ - 0, the eastern jet (see Figure 2.3) is pointed torvard us. At this point, the red

and blueshifted lines are at maximum separation, and are not overlapping in the

spectra. In this case, when ,þ - 0, the compact object, and therefore the base of

the jets, is eclipsed by the companion, and a srnall, spread-out bump at, -7 keV

is observed. However, 'uvhen rþ - 0.5, the compact object and base of the .jets are

visible, so the strength of the lines increase, giving rise to a larger burnp. On the

otlrer hand, when tþ - 0.5, the western jet (Figure 2.3) is pointed totvard us, and

the lines are at a secondary rnaximurn separation. The lines overlap more so in the

spectla than at 'Ú - 0. AIso, becarise the accretio¡ disk is ¡rore visible at this phase,

the Fe fluorescence line is observed. This gives rise to a much lnore pronìinent burnp

at -7 keV, r'egardless of the binary phase.

Since the spectra are best fit by either the B+2G and PL+2G models roughly

half the time each, this indicates that the ernission coulcl be a function of both d and

t/. Figure 5.7 shows that the best fit rnodel is indeed spatially separated on the plot.

Note that the emission is, in general, rnodeled by PL+2G rvhen ,ú - 0.4-0.6, and

by B+2G between Ú - 0.6-0.8. The best-fit model does not depe¡d on the bi'ary

phase of the systen. Therefore, the emission seems to depend on the orientation of

the jets: when the western.jet is pointing torv¿rrd the observer (þ - 0.5) the enrission

is non-thermal; rnid-phase, whert'ú - 0.75, tire emission is thelmal in nature.
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This is to be expected since, when one of the jets is pointing toward Lls, \,ve see

further into the .jet, where higher energy interactions (described by a non-thermal

model) are occurring. \,Vhen the jets are mid-phase) we are not looking as deep irrto

the jet, and therefore observe lower energy (thelmal) interactions.

Unfbrtunatell., there have been no archived or public RXTE observations betr'veen

1þ - 0.1-0.4 to confirm that the emission in this range r,vould be best fit bv B+2G.

The anontalous observations in Figure 5.7 (i.e. those that do not follor,v the best fit

rnodel pattern) could be drie to radio activity of the source (see following section).

There seems to be a discrepancy of the best fit rnodel at tþ - 0.9-0.1. In this

phase range, the PL+2G and B+2G are the best fit moclels for seven observations

each. This indicates that the interpretation above might be too simple, ancl other

aspects may be involved in the enission meciranisms of this source (such as effects

frorn the magnetic fieid and accretion disk). These results also hint that there is

probably both thermal and non-thermal emission occulring in the.jets and near the

compact object.

To fi-rrther investigate the effect of the Fe-line rnodel fitting on the hard X-ray tail,

each observation is being re-fit, ignoring energies belol,v 8.5 keV. Tirne constraints do

not allow for this wolk to be included in this thesis, but it is the subject of a paper'

in preparation.

5.3.2 Radio & X-ray Correlations

The r¿rdio zrctivity of SS 433 has been monitored rvith the RATAN-600 radio telescope

since 1986 (Tr-ushkin et al., 2003; S. Trushkin 2005, private cornmunication). This

large data set allolvs observations in othel r,vavelengths to be correlated lvith the
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radio activity. Safì-Harb & Kotani (2002) and Kotani et al. (2002) have studied the

correlations betrveen the radio activity and data from the 60058 set. The RXTE

data used f'or this thesis overlaps with four individual radio flares. Figures 5.8 -

5.11 shor,v the variations of the spectral parameters (temperature, photon index, and

unabsorbed flux) as a function of Julian Date, near when a radio flare occurs.

A radio flare in the SS 433 binary system causes an ejection of a jet buliet (see

Chapter 2). Right before this event occurs) the accretion disk will compless, causiug

a decrease in the X-ray flux (since the X-ray object is smaller). As the bullet rnoves

out from the binary, the accretion clisk will expand, and the X-ray flux will increase

(Trush.kin et a1.,2003). During the flale, the X-ray temperature is expected to

increase, then decrease gradually. The photon index should peak at the ouset of the

flare, then declease rapidly (i.e. the spectrum will soften prior to the flale, then

harden dilectly afteru'ard).

Two radio flares occnr rvithin the 40146 data set. The variations of the spectral

pararneters after the first radio flare are seen in Figure 5.8. The rarì.ges of çó and tþ are

0.013-0.140 and 0.980-0.990, respectively. The temperature, kT, and the unabsorbed

flux decrease after the radio flare, while the photon index, l, seerns to peak near the

raclio flare, and then decreases. The first three observations are best fit by either the

PL+2G or PL+G models, while the last observation is best fit by B+2G (marked

'f in Figure 5.7). Unfortunately, there are no RXTE ol¡servations befole this radio

fì.are, so it cannot be determined if the model changed to a power-law dilectly after'

the event, or if the spectral parameters behave as expected.
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The temperature, kT, from the B+2G/G fits. Top right: The photon index, l,
fronr tlre PL+ZGlG fits. Bottom: The unabsorbed flux, frorn the best fit model.

The variations of the spectral parameters near the second radio flare are seen

in Figure 5.9. The ranges of / and þ are 0.952-0.115 and 0.379-0.392. kT and

unabsorbed flux decrease after tire radio flale, rvhile f peaks near the flare, and then

decreases. All of the observations are best fit with a B+2G or B+G mcidel, except

for the third observation, r,vhich is fit best by PL+2G (rnarked'2'in Figule 5.7).

There are rìo RXTE observations before the radio flare to determine if the model

changed after the event, or if the spectral pararneters behave as predicted.
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The third radio flale occurs within the 60058 data set, and the variations of the

spectral paraneters are seen in Figure 5.10. These observations cover ó:0.107-

0.326 and ils : 0.716-0.814. The tempeLature, kT, peaks directly after the radio

flare, r,vhile the unabsorbed flux decreases prior to it, then increa.ses. f peaks right

before the event, then dramatically decreases. Every obselvation in this set is best

fit bv B+2G, except the second to last one, rvhich is best fit by PL+2G (marked '3'

in Figure 5.7). The reduced y2 for this observation is 1.00 cornpared to 1.13 for the
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B+2G model, with 46 degrees of freedom. The temperatnre derived with the B+2G

rnodel is also very high (- 65 keV), so this model can be ruled out.
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Figure 5.10: The spectral parameter variations the observations in the 60058 data
set. The pink square refers to only the time of the radio flare. Top left: The
tenperature, kT, from the B+2G/G fits. Top right: The photon index, l, from
tire PL+2G/G fits. Bottom: The unabsorbed flux, from the best fit rnodei.

Thus, the spectmm may have switched from therrnal to power-law temporarily

after the radio flare. This behavior is as described above, and is sirnilar to other

nricroc¡uasars (Safi-Halb & Kotani, 2002).

The last radio fl.are occuls within five observations in the 90401 data set, coveling

rá : 0.380-0.574 and Ty' : 0.063-0.078. The variations of the parameters as a function

:f r:oio ttere

I-.lr 'f 
'I't' l{r- I h I1 - {r

iI
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in Figure 5.11. kT, unabsorbed flux, and f
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Figure 5.11: Tlie spectral parameter variatious of five observations in the 90401 data
set. The pink square refers to only the time of the ladio flare. Top left: The
temperature, kT, from the B+2G/G fits. Top right: The photon index, l, from
the PLi2G/G fits. Bottom: The unabsorbed flux, from the best fit model.

all seern to peak before the radio flare, then decrease. The flux does not behave as

expected, which could be due to the orientation of the system: the cornpact object is

in front cif the companion, and tire eastern ìet is pointed toward the observer. These

two conditions could increase the X-ray flux enough to cancel out the effect from the

raclio flare. All of the observations are fit best bv a B+2G model, except for the third

c.ibservation, r,vhich is best fit by PL+2G (marked '4'in Figrire 5.7). As r,vith 60058,
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the B+2G model can be ruled out for this observation, and the spectrurn seems to

have sr'vitched to a porver-la,,v after the radio flare for a short time.

As previotlsly explained, since the data in the 40416 data set do not have many

data points in each observation, the error bars for the spectral parameter-s are rather

large. Also, the behavior of the spectral parameters in the 40746 data set cannot

be determiued, as the radio flar-e is not encompassed by X-ray observations. Thus,

the correlations frotn the 60058 and 90401 data sets are more r-eliable. The behavior

seeu in the 60058 data set agree rvith those reported by Safi-Harb.k Kotani (2002),

and are sirnilar to that of other microquasars. Both kT arrd f in the 90401 data set

seetn to behave in the same mannel, but the flux cloes not, as explained above.

In each set that overlaps rvith a radio flare, there is aln'ays one obselvation r,vhich

has a different best fit moclel ihan the other observations in that set. In the 40416a

set, all but one of the observations are best fit with PL+2G/G rnodels. hl the 40146b

and 60058 sets, all but one of the observations in each set are best fit with B+2G/G

models. The 90401 set is fit best by Bf2G and PL+2G about half the tirne each

(see Table 5.7). The 40I46a and 90401 sets have tf; - 0, one of the expected phases

where the spectrum should rnore likely be modeled with a power-lar,v. The othel two

data sets occul rnid-phase (i.e. notT/ - 0 or 0.5), r,vhere the ernission is expectecl

to be due to bretnsstlahlung radiation (discussed in the previous section). Thr-rs, for'

at least three of these cases) a radio flare seerns to srvitch the ernission mechanisur

from that wÌrich is expected. This confirms that the 'anornalous'points in Figure 5.7

could be due to radio flares.
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5.3.3 Redshifts

The theoreticai redshifts for eacir observation are calculated using the equation fiorn

the kinernatic moclei (Abell & tr4argon, 1979):

I + z :7(1+'u¡ si,nO ,si,ni, cos(2r',þ) +u¡ cosO cosi) (5 1)

where
!t, L-Lo.o

YI))
trt

(5 2)

(5 4)

is the speed of

best fit to the

if z caiculated

0 is the Ìralf-operring angle of the jet cone, z is the inclination angle, u3 is the velocity

of the jet, 'y is the Lorentz factor, ú6,0 is the initial epoch for the precessional period,

P, and ú is the Julian date of the obselvation (see Table 2.I lor values). The 2r

is included to convert the precessional phase to raclians. Using this convention,

a negative value for z corresponds to blueshifts, and a positive z corresponds to

redshifts. The theoretical redshift culves are plotted in Figure 5.12.

The observational redshifts are calculated fron the line energies (denoted by

Line E in Tables 5.1-5.7) derived frorn the best fit model in each observation, using

both the rest energies of Fe XXV and Fe XXVI, and the relations

Àn-À
(5 3)

and

E:ltu:hc
-tbu- À

whele À¡ is the rest euergS, of the line, lz is Planclç's constant, and c

light. The best fit observed redshifts ale plotted in Figure 5.12.

Rest energies of both lines are used to determine lvhich lines are

theoretical redshift values. These best fits are in sets: fol example
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from Line 81, r-tsing the Fe XXV line (6.684 keV), matcires closely witÌr one of

the theoretical calculations, then z from Line E2 must be from the Fe XXVI line.

HoÍ'ever, if one of the observed line enelgies is -6.4 keV, it corild be due to the Fe

fluoresceuce line. For this to be an acculate determination, the uncertainty of the

energy of these lines are confirrned to encornpass the 6.4 lçeV line, and the precessional

plrase must not be neat' 'ú - 0.

The Fe fluolescence line is rnost likely in 43 of the spectra. The other line energy

is chosen to best rnatch the theoretical calculations oÍ z. TabIe 5.9 sumrnarizes the

calculated theoretical redshifts, the observed line energies of each obselvation, and

the most probable identification of those lines.

T¿l,ble 5.9: Identifìcation of the Fe iines ancl reclshifts.

OBS_ID

',þ

'Iireoretical z

Theoretic¿rl z

E1 (keV)

E2 (keV)

Line I ID

Line 2 ID

(+) Line

( ) Line

10127-0r-02-00

0.195

0.1 15

-0.0214

6.82

7.07

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

10r27-01-03-00

0.199

0.i 13

-0.042

6.69

6.82

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

10127-01-05-00

0.203

0.111

-0.040

6.91

6.93

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

10127-0i-06-00

0.206

0.109

-0.038

6.85

6.96

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

20102-0r-01-00

0.369

0.024

0.047

6.52

7.1r

Fe f1.

Fe XXV

20i02-01-02-00

0.378

0.020

0.051

6.57

7.7r

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI
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Table 5.9: Redshifts/Line IDs cont

OBS-ID

rlt

Theoretical z (t)

Theoretical z (-)

Line t1 (keV) Line 1 ID

Line E2 (keV) Line 2 ID

20 r02-01-03-00

0.388

0.016

0.055

6.54

7.05

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-0r-04-00

0.396

0.014

0.058

b.lr4

7.69

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

20 r02-01-05-00

0.406

0.010

0.061

6.46

7.rt

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-01-06-00

0.418

0.007

0.065

6.54

6.92

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20r02-0r-07-00

0.498

-0.005

0.076

6.58

7.46

Fe XXV

Fe XXVI

20102-02-01-00

0.43r

0.003

0.068

6.62

7.r2

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-01-01

0.424

0.005

0.066

6.57

6.96

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20t02-02-01-02

0.418

0.007

0.065

6.48

7.09

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-01-03

0.423

0.005

0.066

6.53

7.05

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-0r-04

0.423

0.005

0.066

6.57

f.¡J

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

20 102-02-01-05

0.424

0.005

0.066

6.50

7.II

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-0 i-060

0.425

0.005

0.067

6.59

6.99

Fe fl.

Fe XXV
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Table 5.9: Recìshifts/Linc IDs corrt.

OBS-ID

4t

'Iheoretical z (*)

Theoletical z (-)

Line E1 (keV) Line I

Line E2 (keV) Line 2

ID

ID

20102-02-01-07

0.'129

0.004

0.068

6.62

6.95

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-0 1-08

0.434

0.003

0.069

6.46

7.14

Fe fì.

Fe XXV

20102-02-01-09

0.435

0.002

0.069

6.49

7.3L

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20102-02-01-10

0.435

0.002

0.069

6.60

7.57

Fe fì.

Fe XXVI

20t02-02-0t-1r

0.433

0.003

0.069

6.6 r

7.90

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

20 102-02-02-00

0.554

0.000

0.071

6.49

7.05

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

20702-02-02-0t

0.548

-0.001

rJ.072

6.49

7.r5

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-0r-01-00

0.559

0.00i

0.070

6.48

7.46

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

30273-01-01-01

0.566

0.003

0.069

6.51

6.99

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-02-00

0.572

(.).004

0.067

6.52

7.04

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-02-01

0.580

0.006

0.065

6.63

7.87

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

30273-01-02-010

0.578

0.006

0.066

6.56

7.06

Fe fl.

Fe XXV
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T¿tlile 5.9: Rcdshifts/Lirrc IDs cont.

OBS_ID

1!)

Theoretical z (-l)

'Iheoretical z (-)

Line ð1 (keV) Line 1 ID

Line E2 (keV) Line 2 ID

30273-0r-02-02

0.570

0.004

0.068

6.43

7.18

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-03-00

0.586

0.008

0.064

6.61

7.06

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-03-01

0.592

0.010

0.062

6.49

7.18

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-03-0r0

0.590

0.009

0.062

6.52

7.04

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-03-02

0.593

0.010

0.061

6.53

6.91

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-0r-04-000

0.596

0.011

0.060

6.45

7.15

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-05-01

0.598

0.012

0.060

6.51

7.65

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

30273-0r-05-02

0.605

0.0i4

0.057

6.51

7.02

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

30273-01-05-03

0.599

0.012

0.060

6.49

J ,l,t

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

40146-01-01-03R

0.980

0.I7,1

-0.102

5.84

7.36

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

40146-01-01-07R

0.981

0.174

-0.103

7.55 Fe XXV

,tr0146-0i-02-03R

0.983

0.r74

-0.i03

7.09 Fe XXV
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Table 5.9: Reclshifts/Line IDs cont.

OBS-ID

!,,

'Iheoretical z (*)

Theoretical z (-)

Line -Ð1 (keV) Line 1 ID

Line E2 (keV) Line 2 ID

40i46-01-03-03R

0.990

0.174

-0.103

5.1t7

7.0i

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

?trO146-01-13-1 lR

0.379

0.020

0.051

6.59 Fe fl.

40146-01-14-03R

0.383

0.018

0.053

6.44

7.66

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

401.tr6-01-14-07R

0.384

0.018

0.054

6. r5

6.60

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

40146-01-15-03R

0.389

0.016

0.055

6.55

7.8i

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

40 i'16-01-16-03R

0.391

6.41

(.tJ4

0.015

0.056

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

40146-01-16-07R

0.392

0.015

0.056

6.41

7.66

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

60058-01-01-00

0.716

0.066

0.006

6.1t7

7.05

Fe fl.

Fe XXV

60058-01-02-00

0.722

0.069

0.003

6.59

7o,

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

60058-0i-03-00

0.728

0.072

-0.001

6.62

7.83

Fe fl.

Fe XXVI

60058-0i-04-00

0.73,1

0.076

-0.005

6.70

7.34

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-05-00

0.740

0.079

-0.008

u.//

8.45

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV
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T¿rìrle 5.9: Rcdshifts/Liue IDs cont.

OBS.ID

tlt

I'heoretical z (*) Line ,81 (keV) Line 1 ID

Theor-etical z (-) Line ð2 (keV) Line 2 ID

60058-0r-06-00

rJ.746

0.083

-0.011

6.77

6.96

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-07-00

0.753

0.086

-0.015

6.77

6.90

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-08-00

0.759

0.090

-0.019

6.87

7.t2

Fe XXVi

Fe XXV

60058-01-09-00

0.765

0,093

-0.022

6.89

8.68

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-10-00

0.777

0.100

-0.028

6.87

6.93

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-r r-00

0.784

0.104

-0.032

6.93

8.67

Fe XXVi

Fe XXV

60058-01-r2-00

0.790

0.107

-0.036

6.83

7.4t

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-13-00

0.796

0.1 10

-0.039

6.76

6.89

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01- 15-00

0.802

0.i13

-0.042

6.86

7.03

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-16-00

0.807

0.1 16

-0.045

6.74

6.91

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

60058-01-17-00

0.814

0. r20

-0.049

6.94

7.07

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

70.116-01-01-00

0.703

6.69

8.00

0.059

0.013

Fe XXV

Fe XXVI
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Table 5.9: Rctìshiits/Line IDs cont.

OBS_ID

rl)

Theoretical z (*)

Theoreticzrl z (-)

Line t1 (keV)

Line E2 (keV)

Line I ID

Line 2 ID

70.116-01-01-01

0.704

0.059

0.012

6.69

7.94

Fe XXV

Fe XXVI

70416-01-01-02

0.704

0.059

0.012

D.DÐ

7.82

Fe XXV

Fe XXVI

90,tr01-01-0i-01

0.986

0.r74

-0.103

6.70

a c¡)

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

9040r-0r-02-00

0.063

0. i68

-0.096

6.92

7.34

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90401-01-02-01

0.061

0.168

-0.097

6.45

7.09

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

9040r-01-03-00

0.080

0. r63

-0.092

6.93

7.08

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90401-0r-03-01

0.074

0,165

-0.094

D.t í

7.18

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90401-01-03-02

0.078

0. r64

-0.093

6.74

7.t2

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

9040r-01-04-00

0.001

0.r75

-0.103

6.74

7.28

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90401-01-04-000

0.999

0.175

-0.103

6.92

7.28

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90,101-01-04-01

0.989

0.L7'L

-0.103

7.t7

7.48

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV

90401-01-04-02

0.996

0.175

-0.103

6.89

-tt

Fe XXVI

Fe XXV
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Figure 5.12 shows the theoretical redshift curves, using a precessional period of

I62.L5 days, along with the best fit observed redshifts. The data fits the rnodel rn'ell

at -JD 2,450,250 and -2,452,250. The discrepancies in the other observed redshifts

could be due to tire modulations previonsly observed in the precessional period of

the jets (it has been observed to be anyr'r'here from 161-165 days)

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 shorv the theoreticai redshift curves using a i61 and 165

day precessionai period, respectively. For simplicity, these graphs assume that the

initial epoch, when tþ : 0, occltlrs at the satne date (see Table 2.1). k is seen that

the data does fit to these theoretical curves better in some instances.

To investigate this further, the RXTE data is fii by Equation 5.1, rvith preces-

sional period, Pr, ancl the date of iniiial epoch, ú6.r, (and therefore r/) being allou'ed

to vary. All other quantities are assunled to have the values as outlinecl in Table

2.1. Using N4ATLAB version 7, the rninimurn X2 value for the fit is then determined.

Figure 5.15 shows the best fit curve, while Figure 5.16 shows a two-dirnensional plot

of the ¡2 contours, as a function of precessional phase offset and precessional peliod.

The green star in Figure 5.16 shows that the rninimum X2 contour (darkest blLre)

actually extends over a rarlge of values. Thus, the best fit values for P, and 'çú are

constrained to a one-dimensional solution. Hor'veveL, it is noted that tire best fit

values of the phase offset and P, for this data are - 0.4 and - 165.5 davs, respec-

tively. These results indicate that the modulation in the peliod shouid be taken into

account in the kinematic model. Further studies are required to determine if this

rnodulation is periodic.
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for precessiorral phase offset (- 0.4; i e ,þ has this value instead of 0 at the initial
epoch noted in Table 2.1) and precessional period (- 165.5 days)

There are also two other explanations for r,vhy the observed redshifts do not ahvays

agree r,vith theoreticaì predictions. It is possible that the line identifications could

be incorrect, r,vhich would affect the fit to the theoretical curves. Aiso, data frorrr

the 40146 data set irave iarge uncertainties, lvhich conld be causing the observed

redshifts to deviate frorn the lnodel near JD 2,45I,300.
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5.4 Discussion

Tlre archived RXTE observations used in this analysis spans over eight years, cov-

ering the full rarrge of binary phase and all precessional phases except frorn iy' -0.1-

0.4 (maxirnurn separation of the lines occtirs at r¿ - 0). SS 433 is known to

be a moderately bright X-ray source in the 2-10 keV energy range, r'vith l- -
5 - 50 x 1034 D! ergls (N,larshall, Canizares & Schulz, 2002). The range of high

X-ray ìurninosity is delived with the RXTE clata to be (0.93-16)x1035 D! ergls.

Cornparing this to the kinetic lurninosity of the jeï, L,¡ - 1g3e-ao erg/s (N,Iargon,

1984; Brinkmann, Kotani & Kawai,2005), it is found that -0.007-0.I% is due to

X-rays.

The spectra are fit r,vith either the PL*2G or Bl_2G models (and in some cases

tÌre PL*G and B+G models). When these best fit models occllr seems to depend on

both the orientation of the jets (i.e. /) and on radio events. The emission is iikeiy

associated lvith non-thermal (synchrotron) radiation near ú - 0.5, ¿rnd thermal

(bremsstrahlung) radiation otherlvise. This is to be expected because the particle

interactions will be of irighel enel-gy rvhen looking further into a jet. Hor,vever, at

'ú - 0 or 1, the determination of the best fit model is inconclusive, and more in depth

studies need to be carried out in order to explain this behavior. Radio fìares appear

to sr,vitch the spectrurn from that which is anticipated, explaining the observations

that do not follow the typical best fit model pattern (Figure 5.7).

Tlrese results can be linked with those presented in the INTEGRA.L paper by

Cherepashchuk et al. (2003), lvltc:re SS 433 r'vas obselved in X,Iarch, April and Nday,

2003. This colresponds to precessional phases of tþ:0.72-0.94 and binary phases of
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d : 0.31-0.97. According to the RXTE results, the spectra shouid be modeled bv a

porver-law near the end of these observations (lvhen 'ú - 0), which is indeed the case.

Tlrey also derive the hard X-ray luminosity to be 0.74xI035 D3 erg/s (25-50 keV)

and 1.9x1035 D3 erg/s (50-100 keV), which are close to the derivecl lurninosity r-ange

from the RXTE observations.

The best fit model does not seem to depend on /, but the behaviol of spectral

pararneters do: the temperature (kT), photon index (f), and total unabsorbed flux

ail behave as expected when correlated lvith the binary phase. The temperature and

total unabsorbed are at a minimum near ry' - 0, lvhen the compact object is being

eclipsed the companion star (inferior conjunction), rvhile the photon index is at a

maximum at this binary phase.

Tlre additiorr of HEXTE data above the PCA energy rarìge helps u'ith both

constraining the model parameters and allows for-easier discrirnination betrveen the

B+2G and PL*2G models. The useful energy range for each spectra is a function

of the binaly phase, as well as the duration of the observation and perhaps the

precessional phase (there are not enough observations at ry' - 0.5 to confirm this).

Correlating the X-ray data to ladio activity, it is seen that kT, f and the un-

absorbed flux all behave as predicted for microquasars in the 60058 data set only.

The data in the 90401 data set behave in a sirniiar rnanner, except that the flux

increases prior to tire flare, rvhich is not expected. However, this corild be due to the

orientation of the system in which the compact object is fully visible and the eastem

jet is pointing towar-d the observer. Both of these situations increase the hard X-ray

flux, and could in fact cancel out the effect from the radio flare. No conclusions

could be rnade about the behavior in the 40146 data set.
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The theoretical redshift curves for both.jets are calcuiated, and the observational

redshifTs are superimposed on these curves to test the kinematic model. In sorne

cases, the rnodel is in good agreement u'ith the observations. By fitting the redshift

curves to the RXTE data, it is found that the best fit values for the precessional

phase should be - 0.4 at the initial precessional epoch, and the precessional period

is - 165.5 days. The cleviations could be due to the imperfect 162.15 day preces-

sional clock, incorrect line identifications, or to the large uncertainties of the spectral

parameters in some observations.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

In this thesis the Galactic binary system SS 433 and the surlounding nebula, W50,

are stndied with the RXTE and Chandzz astronornical satellites. The Chandra

observation of the western lobe of W50 is the highest resolution image of this region

to date, and allolvs for a spatial resolution of the ernission. It is found that it is

modeled best by a power-law model, indicating that the emission is non-thermal

(syrrchrotron) in uature. The derived values of 1V¡7, equipartition magnetic field,

synchrotron electlon energies and lif'etimes aglee rvith those derived previously r,vith

ROSAT and ASCA.

The X-ray emission is correlated with that of both infrared and radio in order to

study the interaction between the r'vestern jet of SS 433 and the ambient rnedium. It

is forurd that the infiared emission is not correlated r,vith the peak of X-ray ernission.

This, in acldition to the high value of l/¡7 derived for the IRknot2 region in the

Chur¿dra field, suggests that the infraled emission is not originating from W50.

The total synchlotron electron energy is found in X-rays to be - 2.5 x 10'15 -3.5 x

10'16 ergs, which is in good agreement lvith the enelgy found from radio observations.

The corksclerv pattern seen in l¡oth the radio and X-ray images provides strong

support to the hypothesis that the lelativistic jets frorn SS 433 are causing the

morphology of the W50 nebula.

110
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Tlte RXTE str-rcly cif the SS 433 binary systern is the first of its kirrd in that

it encompasses data from multipie observations spanning over eight years, covers

all precessional phases except 'ú - 0.1.-0.4, and includes the addition of data from

The HEXTE instr-urnent. The hard X-ra¡' lurrirrosity is found to be - (1 - 16) x

1035 D3 erg/s, rvhich suggests the total X-ray h.rminosity is -0.001-0.t% of the total

kinetic luminosity of the jets (I.7 - 1O:re-40 erg/s).

The spectra are best fit bv either a blernsstrahlr"urg or por,ver-law model with tlvo

Gaussian lines centered at -7 keV. The best flt model of each observation seems to

depend on the orientation of the jets: the spectra are modeled by a power-law r'vhen

lt - 0.5, ancl by thermal bremsstrahlung otheruvise. it also depends on radio flares,

sr,vitching fiorn the expected best fit rnodel in a given precessional phase range. Near

tf; - 0 or 1, the results are inconclusive, and additional rnodel fits are being calried

out in order to investigate this (paper iu preparation).

Tlre addition of the HEXTE data allows for a better discrimination betweeu the

power-lar,v and bremsstrahlung models, and also incre¿rses the acculacy of the rnodel

parameters. It proves to be an important instrument for spectral analysis between

the Char¿dra X-ray Observatory and INTEGRAL.

The temperature (kT). photon index (f) and total nnabsorbed flux are correlated

as predicted with the binary phase. Both kT and unabsorbed flux increase up to a

rnaximum rrear @ - 0.5, and are at a minirnutn dr:ring the primary eclipse of the

cornpact object, while f is oppositely correlated. The correlations of the spc+ctral

parameters r,vith radio activity ale not always as expected for micloquasal's. There

is evidence that the ladio flares cause the spectra to switch from bremsstrahlung to

power-law (or: vice versa in one instance).
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In some casesr the lcinematic model âgrees with the ol¡served redshifts. Deviations

conld be due to the irnperfect 162.L5 clay precessional clock, incorrect identification of

the lines, or to the large uncertainties of the spectral parameters in some observations.

The Chandra and RXTE study of the W50 nebrila and X-ray binary systern,

SS 433, reveals interesting properties of this system. The Chandrz study gives fur-

ther evidence that the SS 433 .jets are interacting rvith W50, causing non-thermal

emission at the X-ray lobes. By understanding the properties of this interaction,

it allows for predictions of the intelactions of other rnicroquasars and AGNs with

tlreir surrounding medium. The RXTE study indicates that perhaps not all micro-

quasars behave as expected, or that there is an evolution of these objects through

various stages. It also gives the first derived value f'or the hard X-ray luminosity

from SS 433, which can be compared to other microquasars and AGNs, and could

lead to a classification scheme of these ob,jects.

6.2 Looking to the Future

In this thesis the emission mechanisms for both the r,vestern lobe of W50 and SS 433

r'vere constrained, the interaction betrveen the western jet of SS 433 and the surround-

ing rneditun was confilmed, and the spectral parameters of SS 433 were correlated

with the binary phase as well as the radio activity. It 'uvas also found that the ad-

dition of HEXTE data improved the constlaints on spectral parameters) as r,vell as

the best fit rnodel, proving the risefulness of this instrurnent.

\À/e are still far frotn understanding the intricate details of the SS 433/\,V50 sys-

tem. Nerv observations are needed to constrain the numerous parameters of the
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binary system and to exarnine in rnore detail the interactions of the.jets and ambient

rnedium as well as between the \,V50 nebula and the surrounding ISN,{. The question

of the rnasses of both stars, the distance to the system, as lvell as the.jet parametels

still remain unanswered.

Interesting future observations clirectly tied to the lesults in this thesis rn'ould be:

a) an RXTE observation betr'veen tþ : 0.9-0.4 to study the correlations of the best

fit models with.jet orientation, b) simultaneous X-ray and radio observatiorrs clur:ing

fìaring activity to allow f'or a rnore accurate correlation between X-ray emission and

t'adio events, c) Chandra observations of otirer ar:eas of the W50 nebula (northern

and eastern parts) to perrnit rnapping of the natule of the emission, and d) additional

tnulti-r'vavelength carnpaigrrs (i.e. simultaneous observations in X-ray, infrared, op-

tical and radio) to cornpare with other microqua,sars. Studies such as these would

fÏrther our rinderstanding of the SS 433 system, as lvell as sirnilar astronomical

obìects, such as other microquasars and their giant counterparts, AGNs.



Appendix A

X-ray Emission Mechanisms

There are three major physical processes that produce X-rays that are important to

this thesis. Each has a unique spectral signature, and thus gives an indication of the

nature of the source emission. The following infolmation was obtained from Carroll

& Ostlie (1996), Charles & Servard (1995), Lang (1974) and Longair (1992).

4.1 Thermal Emission

Therrnal emission occurs when a gas is hot and has low enougir density that it is

classified as thin, and is transparent to its own radiation. At temperattires above

105 K, atorns are ionized. The thermal energy shared by these particles is transfered

through collisions. When an electron passes close to a positive ion, the stlong electric

forces cause its tra.jector:y to change. This accelerates the electron, thus causing it

to enlit radiation, l<nown as bremsstrahlung (i.e. breaking radiation) or free-free

radiation (see Figure 4.1).

Electrons in therrnal equilibriurn have a lvell determined Ndaxi,vellian velocity

distribution, and the radiation from such collisions is a continuum with a character-

istic shape determined only by the temperature. The higher the ternperature, the

faster the rnotion of the electlons and the higher the energy of the photons in the

bremsstrahlung radiation. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. For tentperatures

> 1 million degrees, photons are predominantly X-rays. Thus, a neasurement of the

7t4
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spectrun can deterrnine the temperature of the gas.
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Figure 4.1: A diagrarn shor,ving bremsstrahlung radiation (available frorn
http llimagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/science/how-12/xrav-generation-el.htrnl).

The thermal brernsstrahlung spectrurn falls off exponentially at high energies.

and is characterizecl by the ternperature, 7. Tlie sliape of the spectrum is given by

a total continuum emission per unit fÏequency, volnme and time as

(A 1)

(Lang, L974) where 7 is the plasma temperature, ,k is Boltzmann's constant, Z is

the charge of positive ions, nu is the electron clensity, n; is the positive ion density,

z¿ is the electron mass, and g¡¡(r,T) is the velocity-averaged Gaunt factor.

In a hot gas, X-lay line emission becomes an irnportant radiation source. Ele-

ments heavier than hydrogen are not completely ionized except at very high tempera-

tures. lVhen an electron collides rvith an atom, the atom will go into an excited state

(from the energy transfer). It r,vill then emit radiation to return to its ground state.

This radiation appears as spectral lines r,vith energies determined by the radiating

ion species.

C5--6 t ,l- ', I/'2D.f.l' - " "" I o" 
-) f-t/'z72n.nrg-h,,lkrg¡¡(u,T)'u 3rnc3 \32¿,t,,
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Figure 4.2: A plot of the thermal bremsstrahlung X-ray continuum. As the tem-
perature increases, the peak intensity increases but ihe peak wavelength decreases
(available from http: I lhyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/qriantum/xrayc.hirnl).

Radiation frorn a thermal gas is therefore a blend of thermal bremsstrahiung

(corrtinuuur) and line emission. Table A.l summarizes the radiation as a function of

ternperature for a gas of cosmic composition (information fiom Charles & Sewald

( 1ee5) ).

Table 4.1: Type of therrnal emission as a function of temperature for a cosmic gas.

Temperature (K) Radiation
rnost of the energv is radiated as UV lines
I12 the erlergy is radiated as soft X-rays (energy <0.3 keV)
all energy radiated as X-rays, Il2bv line emission,
112 by brernsstrahlung
ahnost all energv is radiated in the X-ray continuum

: 2x 106

:1x107

: 5x 107
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A.2 Synchrotron Radiation

A fast electron traversing a region containing a magnetic field will change direction

because the field exerts a force perpendicular to the direction of motion. The velocity

vector changes, thus the electron is accelerating and consequently emits radiation.

The frequency of the radiation depends on the eiectron energy. the rnagnetic field

strength, and the dilection of motion relative to the field.

In typical astronomical settings, the magnetic field can be sornewhat aligned

but particle velocities are expected to be isotropic. So, the observecl spectrurn only

depends on the magnetic field strength and the errergy spectrurn of the electrons. The

usual spectrurn for the electrons is a power-law, and thus the resulting spectrum fì'om

synchrotron radiation is also a porver-law. Also, if a magnetic field is aligned, the

ladiatiorr r,vill be polarized, and observed polarization usually indicates synchrotron

racliation. The form of the power'-law spectrum is

(Lang, 1974) where o7 is the Thomson cross section,

the uragnetic field, no is the density of the ISN'I and iu¿

frequency. A powel law electron energy distribution

produce a porÃ¡er law spectrum i,vith spectral index of

spectrum is shor,vn in FigLrre 4.3.

(A 2)

UB \s the energy density of

is the non-r'elativistic Larnor

with photon inclex, f, will

-(l - I)12. The power-law

P, :z=rorroU"ó ur.
(;)-(t-r)t2
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Figure ,{.3: A plot of the power-law spectrum of synchrotron radiation, shown as the
sum of radiation produced by individual electrons. Inset: the spectrum of a single
electron (adapted from Carroll & Ostlie (1996)).
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4.3 Bremsstrahlung Versus Fower-Law Model Fits

Irr tlre energy range of the RXTE observations, it is not easy to distinguish between

the B*2G and PL+2G rnodel fits (i.e. Figure 5.1). The important thing to note

is that power-law models have tails that extend up to large energies, whereas the

brernsstrahlung model will fall off faster (i.e. at lo'uver energies). Thus, the non-

thermal model is flatter (harder) in the spectra. This can be seen in Figures ,A.4

and 4.5.

Figure A'.4: A comparison of the curves procluced by polver-law and blemsstrahlung
rnodels. Notice how the tails dlop off at different rates at high energies.
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Figure 4.5: Example B*2G and PL+2G nodel fits for the 20102-01-02-00 observa-
tion. Data are crosses and the solid line is the fitted model. The energy lange is

3-26 keV, ó : 0.76 and þ: 0.378. Top: The B+2G rnodel with reduced X2 : 1.2I.
Bottom: The PL+2G model with reduced y2 :2.23. It is observed that the PL+2G
has a harder (flatter) slope, and does not fit the data as well as the B+2G at higher'
enelgies.
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A.4 BlackbodyRadiation

It is .r,vell knor,vn that biack surfaces cornpletely absorb any radiation incident upon

it. However, it is a law of nature that any surface must not only absorb but also

emit radiation. This radiation is isotropic under thermodynartric eqttilibrium. The

spectrum radiated is a well-definecl continuum with. peak emission at an euergy de-

pendent only on the terrperature, ?- The higher the temperature, the more energetic

the photons. The folm of the spectrum is given by

r(E,r):'+e#-: B,(r) (A 3)

(Charles & Seward, 1995) where Å; is Boltzmann's constant, å is Planck's constant

and c is the speecl of light. This equation is knorvn as Plauck's radiation law.

Stals radiate as approxirnate blackbodies r,vith ternpelatures ranging frorn 2,500 K

to 40,000 K. Although the spectrum is strongly modified bv the stellar atmosphere,

it retains an overall gross shape irnposed by the blackbocly process. Figure 4.6

shows exarnple spectt'a for stars lvith temperatures ranging fiorn 4,000-7,000 K. The

r,vavelength corresponding to the radiation intensity peak will displace tor,vard shorter-

r,vavelengths as the temperature increases, accorcling to the relationship

À,no, : 0.289781T' (crn/K). (A 4)

This is hnown as Wien's displacement lar,v (Carroll & Ostlie, 1996). A newly formed

neutron star is expected to have a hot surface (> 1x 106 K), and lvill emit blackbody

radiation rvith photons in X-ray frequencies.

The total radiation flux (erg.c^t l") can be obtained by summing the flr,rx values

for all lvaveÌengths. Accordiug to the Stefan-Boltzrnann law, the total radiation flux
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Figure 4.6: A plot of blackbody spectra for stars with ternperatures ranging from
4,000-7,000 K. Notice how, as the temperature increases, the peak intensity increases

and the rvavelength at ,,vhich this occurs decreases.

is proportional to the fourth power of the ternperature:

rF:rB:oTI

(Carroll & Ostlie, 1996) where ø is the Stefan-Boltzrnann constant.

(A 5)
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R XTE l-,ightcurves

The follorving show the lightcurves for each RXTE observation set. Some sets (40146

and 90401) have been broken down into two or mole sub-sets because of large breaks

in tlre observation tirnes. It should be noted that all the R,XTE observatiorls are

used to produce these lightculves) ancl not jr.rst the 78 observations with good derta.

Aiso, the REX script, rvhich was rised for the PCA clata reduction (see section 3.2.3)

only chooses:

c tlre top layer PCA data

o PCUs 0, 1 and 2 (since PCUs 3 and 4 go on and off regularlv)

o the energy range of -1-10 l<eV

o and times r,vhen:

- the Earth elevation angle is greater than 10o

- the pointing offset is less tharr 0.02'

- the time since the peak of the last South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA - an

effect of the Van Allen Belt) passage is greater than 30 minutes

- the electron contamination is less than 0.1

See lrttp://rxte.gsf'c.nasa.gov/docsf xtef rccipes/rex.html for details. Each lightcurve

is binned by 16 s.
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R XTE Scripts

Tlre follorving are the scripts used for the reduction of the HEXTE data. For more de-

tails on each of the required input pararneters) see htip://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs

fxtef recipes/hexte.html. The REX script r,vas used for the PCA data, and details

can be found at l-ft,tp lfheasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov ldocslxtelrecipes/rex.html. The ern-

phasized text are the annotations to inform the user of i,vhat each tool does.

Script ffl
rtWri,tten by Alyssa Aloldowan, Aytril 1st, 2001; script Jor do.trL. r'eduction oJ HEXTE Sc'íer¡,ce

Euent (SE) datu; rtStup 1 oJ HEXTE reduction,

rtuser ,sets Sfi,le (fi,len,arne), Sstat (FH53 or FH59 file) and ïjj (cluster a (0) or b (1)) before t'unnir¿q

lfllttinlcsh.

rtseparate background ar¿d source data

hxtback -b -i $fì]e

rtertract spectrum (sae:r,trct) or l'ightcurue (seextrct)

f'or {set ii 0} {$ii <:1} {incr ii} {

if ($ii::O) {

set type src

) elseif ($ii::l) {

set type bkg

Ì

seextrct infile:${file}-${type} gtiorfile:APPLY gtiandfile:- outroot:${fi]e}-${type} tiniecol:TIN,IE

columns:Event binsz:16 printmode:BOTH lcrnocle:RATE sprnode:SUNI timemin:INDEF

r28
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tirnemax:INDEF ti¡neint:INDEF chmin:INDEF chmax:INDEF chint:INDEF chbin:INDEF

Ì

rtcalculo.ted the deadtime for cluste'r A and B

for {set ii 0} {$ii <:1} {incr ii} {

if ($ii::O) {

set type src

if ($jj::o) {

hxtdead

.u1u¿1f:/usr f localf alocallciao-2.30lCALDB/clrrtzr lxïe lhexre lbcf/cleadtirne/ÌrxtclezrdJ00002-prva.fits

engvalf:fìstat eventarcf:$ifiIe)-${type} phalcf:${file} -{ì{type}.pha

hxtdeacl

.¿11'¿ff:/usr f localf alocallciao-2.30lCALDB/clata lxte f lrcxtef bcf/cleadtirrie/hxtclead-200002-prva.fits

engvtrlf:$stat eventarcf:${file}-${type} phalcf:${file}-${type}.lc

) elseif ($jj::l) {

Ìrxtrìeacl cletectclr':0 I 3

.u1,r¿ff:/usr f Iocalf alocallciao-2.30lCALDB/data f xte lhexte lbcf/cleadtirne/Ìrxtclead-200002-prvb.fits

engvalf:$sta,t eventarcf:${fìle}-${type} phalcf:${file} -${type}.pha

hxtdeacl detector':013

.ullr¿ff:/usr f locaIf alocallcíao-2.30lCALDB/data f xtef lrcxte fbcf/cleadtirne/Ìi-xtdetrcl200002-prvb.fìts

engvalf:$stzrt eventarcf: $ { fi le } -$ { typ e } phalcf: $ { fi le} -$ { type}. lc

Ì

) elseif ($ii::l) {

set type bhg

if ($j¡::0; 1
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hxtcle¿r<ì

calvalf:/usr- f IocaIf alocallciao-2.30lCALDB/clata lxte lhextelbcf/deadtime/hxtdead-200002-prva.fits

engvalf:$stat eventarcf:S{file}-${type} phalcf:${file}-${typei.pha

hxtdead

.o1u¿1f:/usr/local/alocallcizto-2.30lCALDB/data lxle lhexle lbcf/cleadtime/hxtdead200002-prva.fits

engvalf:$stat eventarcf:${file}-${type} phalcf:${file} -${type}.lc

) elseif ($¡¡::1; 1

hxtclead detector:013

ç,111'¿]f:/usr f \ocalf alocallciao-2.30 /CALDB/<ìatzr lxte lhexte lbcf/cleadtime/lr-xtcleadJ00002-prvb.fits

engvtrlf:$stat event¿rrcf : $ {fi le } -$ { type } phalcf: $ { fi le } -$ { type } . pha

hxtcleacl cletector:013

calvalf:/usr/local/alocallciao-2.30lCALDB/data lxte lhextel bcf/deadtirne/hxtcleacl-200002-pwb.fits

engvalf:$stat eventalcf: $ { fi Ie } -$ { type } phtrlcf: $ { file } -$ { tvpe } . lc

ÌÌ)

Script f2
lftlbinlcsh -f

f Wri,tten by Alllssa luloldowan, April lst, 2001t; #Step 2 of HEXTE reductiort; rtscript for c:orn-

bini,ng and creuting net spectra anrl forrns .rrnJs

ftuser sets 9jj (clustera (F550 data) or clusterl¡ (F556 data))

rtIf tlr,ere is only one FS50/F556 file, tl¿en tÌ¿e sumrn'irtg of the .pha files does not tuke pLace, and

tl¿e ir¿di,ui,dual file narnes are userJ.

if ($jj::0) {

set cl FS50

) eiseif ($¡::1¡ 1
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set cl FS56

Ì

rtsumm'ing .pho, f,les if there o.re rrLore tl¿an one

for {set ii 0} {$ii <:1} {incl ii} {

if ($ii::0) {

set type src

) elseif ($ii::1) {

set type bkg

Ì

surnpha filelist:@${c}}-list-${type} outfile:${cl}-surn-${type}.pha 
"1o5}¡s¡:yes }

ffform appropriate rrnf Jor hackground fi.Ie

for {set ii 0} {$ii <:l} {incr ii} {

if ($ii::0) {

set type src

if ($¡¡::0¡ 1

fparhey add:yes PWA ${cl}-sum-${type}.pha DETNAtrI

rclclescr phafi I:$ {cl} -sum-S {type}.pha chanfi l:$ {cl} sum-$ { type}.bins

rbnrrnf binfile:${cl}_surn_${type}.bins tnfrle:..1..1../hexte_97mar20c_prva.rrnf

outfi le:$ { cl} _sum_$ {t¡,pe}.rrnf

flrarirey add -yes ${cl} -sum-$ { type}.rmf $ {cl} -sum-$ { type}.pha RESPFiLE

fparkev add:yes $ {cl } -surn-bkg.pha $ {cl } -sum-$ {type}.pha BACI{FILE

) elseif ($jl::t¡ 1

fparkey add-yes PWB013 ${cl}-sum-${type}.pha DETNAN'I

rdclescr phafil:${ci}-surn-${type}.¡r}ia chanfil:${cl}-surn-${type}.bins
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rbrrrmf birrfile:${cl}-sum-Íì{tvpe}.bins írtf:rle:..1..1../hexte-97rnar20c-prvb013.rrnf

outfi Ie:$ { cl } -surn-$ { type }.rmf

fparkey add:yes $ {cl} -sum-$ { type}.rmf $ {cl} -sum-$ { tvpe}.pha RESPFILE

fparkey adcl:yes $ {cl } -sum-bkg.pha fì {cl} -sum-$ { typei.pha BACI{FILE

Ì

) elseif ($ii::1) {

set type bkg

if ($jj::O) {

fpalkey add:yes PWA ${cl}-sum-${type}.pha DETNAÀ'I

rdclescr phafit:Íìicì)-surn-${tvpe}.p}ra chzrnfil:${c1}-surn-${type}.bins

rbnrrrrf binfìle:${cl}_sum_${type}.bins inflle:..1..1../hexte_97rnar-20c_prvzr.rmf

outfi le:$ { cl} -surn-$ {tvpe}.rmf

fliarkey add:yes $ {cl} -sum-$ { tvpe} .rmf S{ cI} -sum-$ { tvpe}.pha RESPFILE

) elseif ($jj::l) {

fparkey acld:yes PWB013 ${cl}-sum-${type}.pha DETNAN'I

rdclescr phafi I:$ {cl} -sum-$ {type}.pha chanfil:$ { cl} -sum-$ {type}. bins

rbnrmf binfile:${cl}_sum_${type}.bins l¡tfrIe:..1..1../hexte_97rriar20c_prvb013.rnú

outfi le:$ { cl} -sum-$ {type}.rnrf

fptrrkev add:yes ${cl}-suni-${type}.rmf ${cl}-surn-${type}.pha RESPFILE

ìììttt
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Abbreviations

The follor,ving is a list of abbreviations used throughout this thesis.

ACIS Advanced CCD Irnaging Spectrorneter; detector on Chandra
AGNs Active Galactic Nuclei
ASCA Advanced Satellite for Cosrnology & Astrophysics; X-ray satellite
ASN4 All Sky N4onitor; detector on RXTE
AXAF Advanced X-ray Astrophvsics Facility (Chandra); X-ray satellite
AXP Anomalous X-ray Pulsar
CALDB Calibration Database; Ch,an,dra calibration files directory
CCD Charged Coupled Device
CIAO Ch,andra Interactive Analysis of Observations
CTI Charge Transfer Inefficiency
CXB Cosmic X-ray Background
CXC Chandra X-ray Center
EDS Experirnent Data Svstern; RXTE data systeni
FITS Flexible Image Transport System
FWHNd Full lVidth at Half Nlaximtim
GTI Good Time Interval
HEASARC High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center
HEXTE High Enelgy X-ray Timing Experiment; detector on RXTE
HRC High-Resolution Camera; detector on Chandra
HRN4A High-Resolution Ndirror Assembly; Chandra mirlors
INTEGRAL International Gamma-ray Astrophysics Laboratoly;

gamma-ray satellite
ISN,I Interstellar Ndediurn

ISOCAN,I Infrared Space Observatory Camera; infrared satellite detector
JD Julian Date
LOS Line of Sight
N{CP Nlicr-o-Channel Plates
NASA National Aeronautics & Space Adrninistration
NRAO National Radio Astronomy Observatory
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PCA Proportional Counter Array: RXTE detector
PCU Proportional Counter Unit
PHA Pulse Height Amplitude
PI Pulse Iuvariant
RATAN-600 Radio Astronomy Telescope of the Acaderny of Science (Nank)
ROSAT Röntgen Satellite; X-ray satellite
RXTE Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer; X-ray satellite
S/N Signal to Noise ratio
SAA South Atlantic Anomaly
t-D surface brightness to linear diatteter relation
SNR Supernova Remuant
VF Very Faint; Chandra telemetry format
VLA Very Large Array; radio telescope
XSPEC X-ray Spectral fitting package



Appendix E

Glossary of Terms

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs): Galactic nuclei that give off much more energy

than can be accounted fbl in terrns of stellar content. Quasi-stellar objects (Quasars),

are a subset of AGNs and are the most luminoris objects in the Universe. They have

variabilities on the order of da;,s ol months, are supermassive black holes, and often

have observable .jets and lobes.

Anomalous X-ray Pulsar (AXP): A slowly rotating X-ray pulsar with a period

oT 5-72 sec. Its X-ray emission can not be accounted for by rotation and is believed

to be powered by magnetic field decay.

Cataclysmic Variable: Stellar binary systerns that have short periods, and cont¿rin

lvhite dwarf components rvith cool Nl-type secondaries that fill their Roche Lobes

(see below).

¡2 Distribution: The follor,ving is fïom Bevingion (1969). The probability distri-

bution P,(*' , u) for ¡2 is given bv

The probabitity of observing a value of chlsquare lalger than ¡2 for a randorn sarnple

of 1/ obselvations r,vith ¡u deglees of freedom is the integral of this plobability

P,(x',ò : 2z;o,lÐ li @\''"u-z)"-r2/2,¡7r2¡.

(E 1)

(E 2)

Fluorescence: Atoms that do not return to their initial state after- emitting a
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photorr. Since they drop to an interim state, the photon has lower energy that that

of the incident photon.

Inferior & Superior Conjunction: When the object in cluestion is betweeu Earth

and its companion, and when it is on the far side of the companion frotn Earth,

respectively. For example, in Figure 2.5 of this tiresis, rvhen the cornpact ob.ject is

eclipsed by the companion star, it is in superior conjuuction. When the cornpact

object is in front of the companion, this is known as inferior conjunction.

J2000 Coordinate System: Coordinates corresponding to the position of the

north celestial pole on January 1st, 2000, at 12:00pm Terrestrial Tirne (TT) (equiv-

alent to 2,451,545.0 JD).

Julian Date: A calendar that begins on Jamraly 1st, 4713 BC, at 12:00 noon TT.

Lense-Thirring Effect: (oth.errvise known as dragging of frames) The orbit of a

small body orbiting around a rotating, massive one is slightly perturbecl by the

r-otation of the massive bodv. This results in orbital pr-ecession of the X-ray gas neâr

the conpact object, and causes peaks in the X-ray enission.

Microquasar: A neutron star or a stellar mass black hole in a binary system ejecting

relativistic jets. These objects share many properties with AGNs, such as strong

emission from radio to X-ray rvavelengths, r-apid variabilities in X-rays, and jets.

Holever, evolution in microcluasars occrir on a much shorter timescale (- 105 times

faster).

P Cygni Absorption Lines: Characterized by a broad ernission peak with a

superimposed blueshifted absorption tror.rgh.

Relativistically Deep Potential Well: A gravitational .r,vell that is sufficiently

deep that the particles need to have relativistic speeds in order to escape.
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Roche-Filling Evolved Star: A star in a binary system that is filling its Roche

lobe (see Figure E.1). and therefore allor,ving rnass to be accreted by iis compauiott.

In the reference frame co-rotating with the center of rnass of the binary s5'stem,

the Roche lobes are surfaces of constant effective gravity (lvhich included the net

gravitational eff'ect of the bodies in addition to the centrifïrgal force). The two

Roche lobes meet at the 11 Lagrange point. There are five Lagrange points in total,

where the gravitational fbrces of the two bodies exactly balance the centrifugal force

that r,vorild be felt by a srnall body if it were in the system.

Figure E.1: A depiction of the Roche lobes in a binaly stellar svstem.

Slaved Precession: The accretion disk is forced tcl align with the precessing spin

axis of the normal companion star. Tire disk, in turn, forces the jets to be norrnal

to the disk plane.

Spectral Index: See Appendix A.

Eddington Limit: The maximurn luminosity a star- can have ancl still remain in
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hydr-ostatic equilibrir.un. This is given by

Le,t,t : t.3 x tú8ff (eLg/s). (E 3)

assriming that the opacity is rnainly due to electron scattering and that the tnass

liaction of Hydrogen is 70%. If the staL's luminosity exceeds this limit, then mass

loss must occllr (,,vhich is kuowu as super-Eddington).

Supernova Remnant (SNR): The rernnant of an exploded star. This is clistin-

guished from an H II region by the relatively flat spectral index and non-thermal

radio spectrum. An SNR is expected to have a limb-brightened rnorphology and

to emit thermal X-rays. There are three main evolutionary phases: 1) the free ex-

pansion phase which ends rvhen the sr,vept-up mass exceeds the ejected mass. 2)

the adiabatic expansion phase which is an energy-conservation phase, and 3) the

radiative phase which is a momentunt-conservation phase.

Telemetry: Space to ground data strearn of measured vaiues.

X-ray Binary System (XRB): A stellar binary system consisting of a normal star

and a compact object, and emits strongly in X-ray rvavelengths.
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